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Abstract

After decades of research, it is exciting to see that face recognition tech-
nology has entered a most flourishing era. Driven by the latest development
in data science and especially technical evolutions in computer vision and
pattern recognition, face recognition has achieved significant progress over
the last three years. In the near future, people can expect many useful and
interesting face recognition applications to be deployed in many situations:
they can be used for identifying suspects, organizing your photos with family
and friends, and making computers better understand human beings. Many
mysterious face recognition tricks depicted in movies may become reality in
several years’ time.

This thesis focuses on the development of face recognition algorithms that
identify people from a single still image. Two questions are specifically stud-
ied. First, it introduces how we identify faces captured in controlled scenarios
with cooperative users. In this scenario, a face recognition system captures a
face and finds the most similar face from the ones stored in the face recogni-
tion system. Second, it describes our solutions for predicting face attributes
from faces captured under arbitrary imaging conditions. These two problems
were tackled by different schools of technologies: the solution to the first
question employed a learning-free approach, whereas the latter question was
solved by using the most recent Deep Learning technology. Thus, this thesis
also reflects the technological evolution of face recognition over recent years.

To identify faces in controlled scenarios, we propose a novel Block Match-
ing approach, which can effectively match faces without feature engineering
or any machine learning components. By representing faces with very concise
Gabor phase codes and matching them through our Block Matching approach,
the identification accuracy is entirely comparable to and even better than
the state-of-the-art. For predicting the attributes from faces captured in the
wild, we propose leveraging the off-the-shelf mid-level representations from
pre-trained convolutional neural networks. Comparative experiments show
that our solution outperforms the previous state-of-the-art solution with a
large margin in terms of both accuracy and efficiency.

The approaches described in this thesis may look different from the “main-
stream”. But, together with the empirical findings, I hope they could provide
some insights and update widely adopted concepts for solving related face
recognition and computer vision problems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Automated Face
Recognition

With recent technical development in computer vision and pattern recognition,
face recognition technology is achieving big advancements towards higher accuracy
faster than ever in history. This thesis focuses on solving the face recognition
problems using computer vision and pattern recognition approaches. As a start, this
chapter first generally reviews the concept of face recognition. It then introduces
the research questions of automated face recognition, and how it is addressed as a
research problem through computer vision and pattern recognition techniques.

1 Concept and System of Human Face Recognition

1.1 Motivation of human face recognition

Without doubt, faces have been the most wildly used tokens to represent people.
People find their face images on almost all kinds of personal documents. Such pop-
ularity is due to the fact that facial appearance is a distinctive yet very intuitive
means to represent, recognize, and understand people. The face is a broad chan-
nel delivering rich information about ourselves. This information can be received
conveniently. From a glance of someone’s face, a human being can acquire a lot of
useful information, e.g. expression, age, gender, emotion, and whether or not the
face is known before.

Unfortunately, such a supreme recognition skill, for most of us, is only valid
when we look at a small number of familiar people, and it is also restricted by
our memory capacity and the “cross-race effect”. It is therefore hard to conduct
fast and reliable face recognition in practice using humans. To achieve efficient
and effective general face recognition, constructing face recognition using computer
systems became a natural choice as computers are normally not bounded by the
limitations of humans. Today, automated face recognition has been widely deployed
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATED FACE RECOGNITION

and serverd in many aspects of daily life, such as auto face tagging in digital albums,
passport verification and law enforcement applications [8].

The research and development of automated face recognition have therefore
drawn great attention in the pattern recognition and computer vision societies
during the last three decades and they have also undergone substantial development.
In the early days, face recognition system could only handle simple cases, whereas
nowadays automated face recognition outperforms human beings in some situations
[27] and demonstrates great potential in many new areas [49, 34].

1.2 How a face recognition system works

Automated face recognition, as the name indicates, refers to the automatic process
that recognizes human faces in a computer system. The goal of such an automatic
recognition is mostly to determine the identity of a captured face and/or the face
attributes. The captured face is often known as the “probe face”, and the faces
stored in a face recognition system are often known as the “gallery faces”1. Usually,
the gallery set only stores one image per identity.

An automated face recognition system operates the following steps sequentially:

1. Acquiring the facial appearance of a person: in this step, faces are detected
and segmented automatically from the captured image;

2. Process the face using its algorithm: computer vision techniques (e.g. im-
age filtering) are often applied to enhance the segmented face, which is then
further constructed into a feature descriptor;

3. Identify the acquired face (or perform other tasks): this step measures the
distance between the probe face to the stored gallery face(s) and determines
the identity of the captured face (or make other decisions based on trained
classifiers).

It is easy to expect that a face recognition system may have different working
conditions. It may work in controlled scenarios where users are cooperative and the
environment are controlled (lighting, background etc.). Otherwise, it works “in the
wild” where arbitrary user and environment conditions can occur on the captured
face.

Face recognition systems work in different modes for different tasks. Normally,
when face recognition intends to determine people’s identities, there are two typical
application scenarios where a face recognition system can be deployed:

1. Face Verification: a 1 : 1 matching process which verifies the identity claimed
by the captured unknown face;

1“Probe” and “gallery” are used for short of “probe face” and “gallery face” when appropriate.
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2. Face Identification: a 1 : N matching process to determine the identity of a
captured unknown face by searching the attached database. (N refers to the
size of the gallery set.)

In a verification scenario, the algorithm makes a binary decision on if the probe
face is of the same identity as claimed, by comparing with the stored gallery in-
stance(s) of the claimed identity. When the similarity of the two faces is above a
pre-determined threshold, the identity of the unknown face is verified. Otherwise,
the face is rejected by the system.

In an identification scenario, the recognition algorithm compares the probe face
with its attached gallery faces, and it then sorts the gallery based on instance-wise
similarity and returns the most similar faces or names. The identity of the probe
face is seen identical as the gallery face with the highest similarity score (known as
the “rank-1” result).

It is worth noting that the operating requirement of face identification is vastly
more demanding than operating merely in verification: an identifier needs to be
roughly N times better than a verifier to achieve comparable odds against making
false matches [6].

Face identification systems can operate in a closed universe or an open universe.
In case that the identity of the probe face always has a genuine match stored in the
database, the face recognition system runs in a “closed universe” (aka. “closed-set”
mode). On the contrary, if a probe face might not have a genuine matched gallery
image stored, the system runs in an “open universe” mode (aka. “open-set” mode).
Correspondingly, open universe face identification systems should be able to tell
whether the probe face has been enrolled in the database and correctly identify
when the probe face was enrolled in the gallery (it is also known as the “watch-list”
mode). Practically, a surveillance system is ofen operated as an open universe face
identification system working in a “watch list” mode [38].

Besides acquiring people’s identity, another important question is to understand
the attributes of a human face. The face attributes are describable for human
beings, such as gender and facial expressions. Understanding the face attributes
is to answer if and to what extent certain attribute appears on the acquired face,
which is anM−way classification problem (M for the number of predefined human
describable facial attributes). Estimating the face attributes from acquired face
images provides a convenient way for building natural human-computer interaction.

1.3 How a face recognition algorithm is developed

As many other computer vision tasks, benchmark evaluation methods have been
widely used as a quantitative method for face recognition algorithm development.
A benchmark usually contains image instances for algorithm development and pro-
tocols that define the development and testing process. Different benchmarks may
cover different problem domains and application scenarios (e.g. the LFW [17] is
designed for face verification while the LFWA [29] is designed for face attribute
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prediction). By running tests on benchmarks, comparative results can be obtained
between different algorithms, which help to evaluate the performance of the testing
algorithms under the same situation. It is also worth mentioning that the inde-
pendent vendor tests (e.g. Face Recognition Vendor Test FRVT), which can also
be seen as a benchmark evaluation, also play an important role in pushing the
development of face recognition.

Many benchmarks are publicly accessible and they are often called “datasets”.
Using the public datasets can reduce the cost of data collection, and more impor-
tant, it facilitates fair competition between the face recognition solutions. Such a
dataset-based performance comparison has been the most common way to assess
the face recognition algorithms and it has greatly benefited the development of face
recognition. For instance, on the very well-known FERET [39], and FRGC [37]
datasets, through decades of competition, the recognition performance had three
orders of magnitude improvement in the error rate [12]. Recently, the face recogni-
tion research is targeting at improving the large-scale face recognition performance
with more difficult images captured in real world, such as the competitions on the
LFW and the Megaface datasets [21]. Thanks to Deep Learning technology [25]
and big training datasets, many algorithms, such as [55, 36, 51], have outperformed
the accuracy of human beings in the face verification task.

1.4 How a face recognition algorithm is evaluated

Although different datasets may represent different face recognition scenarios, their
core evaluation objective stays the same — the classification performance. That
is, the classification accuracy in different scenarios is the most important concern
of the performance evaluation; the classification performance tested on a bench-
mark approximates the practical face recognition effectiveness in the corresponding
scenario.

As face verification systems make binary decision on if the claimed identity is
genuine or not, the accuracy of face verification reflects how often a verifier on
average makes correct decision. In this case, the verification accuracy is often mea-
sured by the Receiver Operational Characteristic (ROC) curve, which represents
the interaction of True Acceptance Rate (TAR) and False Acceptance Rate (FAR).
The definitions of TAR and FAR are in Equation 1.1,

TAR = TA

TA+ FR
,FAR = FA

TR+ FA
(1.1)

where A stands for the number of accepted instances and R stands for the number
of rejected instances, T and F are short for True and False respectively.

A face identification system sorts the gallery faces based on the image wise
similarity of the probe and the gallery faces. Since it could work in either a closed
or an open-universe circumstance, the Rank-1 identification rate and the Rank-
1 Detection and Identification Rate (DIR) are used for measuring the accuracy
correspondingly.
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The rank-1 identification rate stands for the probability that an identifier cor-
rectly matches the probe face at the rank-1 (Nearest Neighbor) position of the
sorted gallery faces in a closed-set scenario. It is often represented by the Cumula-
tive Match Characteristics (CMC) curve, which counts the rate of correct decisions
within the first N decisions.

The open-set identification system identifies a probe face only after it decides
to accept it. It therefore can be seen as a hybrid of face verification and identi-
fication. Accordingly, the performance is measured by the rank-1 Detection and
Identification Rate (DIR) over FAR. DIR measures the fraction of genuine probes
matched correctly at rank-1, and who are not rejected at a given threshold. The
FAR measures the fraction of impostor probe images which are not rejected under
a given threshold.

2 Technical Challenges and Constraints

I believe face recognition, as of today and the near future, is intended to assist
people by leveling up the face recognition power of human beings, rather than re-
placing people for making decisions. Then, the usability and the acceptance are the
core factors related to the pervasive use of face recognition. The usability means
very high quantitative recognition accuracy and fidelity, while the acceptance char-
acterizes how smooth the interaction between human and face recognition systems
could be.

In the following sections, the discussions are based upon the elements crucial
to usability and people’s subjective acceptance of face recognition systems. They
start from the technical aspects of building a face recognition system to the broader
challenges related to the system design and human-computer interaction.

2.1 Natural challenges

Face recognition systems need to cope with unfavorable factors to achieve usable
performance. Among these factors, the natural challenges, which are known as the
“PIE”2 influences, are the most visible ones as they reflect the real world impacts
appearing on the captured faces.

PIE Influences: Face recognition systems capture faces in the real world. There-
fore, the captured face images are always influenced by the environment, e.g. the
imaging angle (Pose) and the ambient lighting (Illumination). In addition, the
captured faces can also have different Expressions and they may be occluded by
other objects or be self-occluded due to large view angle to the camera. Recall
that face recognition systems classify faces based on the yielded face descriptors,
all these influences, however, often enlarge the spread of intra-class distribution and
jeopardize the separation of inter-classes, which ruins the recognition accuracy.

2Short for Pose, Illumination and Expression.
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To technically address these natural challenges, the mainstream approach is
to improve the discriminality of the face descriptors by designing better feature
construction approaches (to maintain separation of faces of different identities).
Conventionally, designing the procedure of face feature construction requires do-
main knowledge from human experts. But such hand-crafted features easily fail
in complicated scenarios, e.g. when faces are captured “in the wild” [68]. With
the rise of big data and Deep Learning, learning how to build good face features
from large dataset by computers themselves, as a new school of feature construc-
tion, has replaced the conventional feature engineering approaches (more details
are introduced in Chapter 2).

2.2 Criticism of the research method

The challenging issues discussed above are mostly brought about by the natural
environment and the current technical limitations. Given that in practice, face
recognition works on a pipeline from acquiring face images to feature classification,
there seems to be some other questions ignored: the face image acquisition and the
bias in the training data. The image acquisition involves the imaging devices (e.g.
SLR cameras or mobile devices), subjects of the captured faces (celebrities of the
world or people from a certain country), and many other relevant factors. These
issues further characterize the bias of the established datasets, which would further
limit the application domain of the face recognition algorithms developed from
their depending datasets. However, since these issues relate to the construction
of datasets, they are consequently outside the scope when using dataset centered
research methods for algorithm development.

Image acquisition: Face recognition systems normally require clear color images
from optical cameras. But how to practically acquire qualified images hasn’t been
well studied. One typical example is that when these cameras need to cover a large
area in public place, the captured faces may be out of focus, blurred due to motion
and ambient lighting, and even worse, have low resolutions. Suppose in a video
surveillance scenario, we deploy a HD camera (1920 × 1080, max. imaging range
around 90◦). With this camera, each captured frame has 2 million pixels, which
seems more than enough to get a clear image of the scene. But in a reasonable
case where the camera captures a face 4 meters away, the area of the face in the
image is only around 60 × 60 pixels. Such resolution is significantly lower than
that required in most of the face recognition systems [45], and it will decrease
the accuracy of face recognition systems as it indeed almost touches the lowest
requirement of most of face recognition systems. (A practically usable resolution is
usually around 100× 100.) This situation indicates that:

1. The development of face recognition technology working in lower resolution
should be enhanced;

2. Alternatively, more attention should be paid to developing novel image ac-
quisition devices that guarantee high enough resolution for face recognition.
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On the other hand, it is easy to see that number of pixels representing the face
is only around 3500, only 0.17% of the 2 million pixels; more than 99% of the
captured pixels are not utilized for recognizing the face. Though increasing the
optical imaging resolution of the cameras can ensure the image size of a captured
face, a more reasonable way may be to employ smart sensors dedicated for face
recognition. For instance, on a binocular image acquisition device, one channel can
be used for detecting the faces at the scene and guide the other vision channel to
focus and capture only the closeups of faces with a much higher resolution. (In
this case, most of the pixels are devoted to faces.) Unfortunately, image acquisition
hasn’t received much attention from the research community.

Bias: There is hardly a single dataset that can fully capture the variation of faces
in the natural world. This means that the face instances in pre-defined datasets and
benchmarks are biased in some way. Consequently, any face recognition component
requiring training procedures would inherit such data bias in the learners. For
instance, a face recognizer might fail for specific race (as criticized as “built-in bias”
in [32]), a face recognizer trained by dataset containing celebrity faces fails when
used by normal people [78].

Such problems are usually interpreted as the generalization problem, which
refers to the demonstrated performance discrepancy when the trained components
are deployed for practical use. To reduce the impact of database bias, one way is to
train face recognition components through datasets aiming at capturing all the real
world variations, which might contain a huge amount of representative samples.

To construct learners from large scale datasets, the conventional machine learn-
ing approaches can hardly leverage large database conveniently. A recent but ef-
fective way is to utilize the Deep Learning technique to leverage the dataset as a
whole, in its raw form. An ensemble of Deep Learning learners can also enhance
the generalization. Alternatively, through transfer learning, the deep learners can
also be fine-tuned towards the novel target tasks if enough novel training samples
are available.

To date, there seems to be no way to guarantee the generalization of the trained
learners in novel conditions. With the rapid growth of Big Data and the Deep
Learning technology, one may propose to collect a planet-scale face dataset for
training face recognition. Obviously it is hard to imagine the feasibility; a more
practical and sustainable action to address the generalization problem could be
opening the Deep Learning “black box” to understand its fundamental principle
(e.g. in feature construction) which may help to interpret why and when it fails.

2.3 Challenges when deploying face recognition

Although we have witnessed the great advantages achieved in face recognition in
the recent five years, face recognition still looks a bit far from a pervasive use and a
high acceptance by the public. The major concerns, I believe, come from two main
aspects:
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1. The users who need to interact with face recognition need guarantee that
face recognition systems will preserve their privacy. Thus, careful design is
required for some specific use cases.

2. The users who need assistance from face recognition systems require reliable
decisions. The fidelity of decisions made by face recognition systems is their
biggest concern.

Use case: Recently, it has been widely believed that face recognition technology
can be deployed in a manner of authentication, such demonstrated by Alibaba’s
online payment services [49]. But indeed face verification applications are not prac-
tically successful as people still prefer using their fingerprint when authorizing au-
thentications. This is, on the one hand because the accuracy that the biometric
modality — face — technically can achieve and how it is used (i.e. in 1 : N iden-
tification mode or 1 : 1 verification mode), but, on the other hand, deploying face
recognition in unreasonable use cases may also have negatively impacted the spread
of face recognition technology.

Here, the scope of discussion is further restricted to a face verification scenario.
By comparing face recognition to the most commonly seen fingerprint recognition,
the discussions mostly concerns the challenges of defining reasonable face recogni-
tion use cases.

In most of the cases, face recognition systems do not require involvement of
users; it can automatically detect and recognize people without any user input.
This feature offers great convenience to the users, but it also brings up a very
significant topic — how to protect the users’ privacy. As face recognition can do
its job without users’ awareness, users may be not aware of when their faces were
captured by which device.

On the contrary, when using fingerprint for authentication, the authentication
process starts only after the action of touching the sensor. This semi-automatic
recognition process doesn’t look very convenient compared to the “touch-less” face
recognition, but the action of touching the sensor gives the users the perception
of security as it provides users with the control of the recognition process and the
consciousness of the fingerprint acquisition process.

I believe that to establish a reasonable user interaction in a face authentication
scenario, the consciousness of security and privacy much be respected. A delicate
design that achieves a natural and user-aware interaction during the face recognition
process is rather crucial for similar applications.

Fidelity Dilemma: Although we have witnessed rapid performance promotion
in the recent years, it seems that constructing a face recognition system that sub-
jectively accurate enough to a human user is still very challenging. Here is a simple
example. Let us just consider a simple surveillance scenario where a face recogni-
tion camera is deployed in a gateway airport and it screens all the passengers in a
watch-list mode. Assume that:
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1. 15000 passengers (faces) on average go through the face recognition system
in an hour3;

2. the system has an EER of 0.001% (i.e. TAR = 99.999% at FAR=0.001%);

3. a “suspect” registered in the gallery will always be caught when being captured
by the system.

In this case, the system on average will make a false alarm around every 6
hours, 4 times a day. It means that if a suspect shows up in the airport by the
end of the day, then the daily fidelity of the face recognition system is less than
20%. This value makes the whole system to be far less than useful, even though the
TAR promises an accuracy of almost 100% to the human examiners. Even worse,
it is worth noting that only one face recognition camera is assumed to be deployed,
which would be far smaller than the actual number of cameras practically used in
an airport. A more realistic number of people going through a face recognition
system in practice may be calculated as:

T otal # F aces = T otal # Cameras × # F aces P assing a Camera per Hour, (1.2)

which is far more than 15000 — the number of physical passengers. Consequently,
the false alarms from different cameras may even form “false alarm storm”, which
could make the whole face recognition system totally useless. Therefore, how to
employ face recognition in surveillance scenarios requires careful planning. Cur-
rently, human users may have to position automated face recognition systems in
a proper role, which acts as an assistant rather than a final decision maker in a
serious application.

We know that for any classification system, the usability depends on a proper
level of system sensitivity: a reasonable trade-off between TAR and FAR must
be found. That is to say, if one wants to promote practical fidelity, the key is
to increase the TAR at a given FAR. Naturally, one straightforward way is to
stay in the current well-accepted way4 of solving the face recognition problems,
which leads to enhancing the discrimination power of the feature representations
through new emerging approaches. But it is also valuable to step out and use
diverse “problem definition” as in [18], or employ novel evaluation protocols designed
towards handling errors unequally5 to achieve usable face recognition for specific
tasks.

3The assumption of the hourly passenger throughput of a gateway airport is made upon
http://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/passenger_allcargo_stats/passenger/media/
cy14-commercial-service-enplanements.pdf.

4Refers to the conventional methodology that defines the face recognition problem and keeps
the crafting of face features and classifiers as the centered topic.

5One can increase the cost of false acceptance in the training phase, for instance.

http://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/passenger_allcargo_stats/passenger/media/cy14-commercial-service-enplanements.pdf
http://www.faa.gov/airports/planning_capacity/passenger_allcargo_stats/passenger/media/cy14-commercial-service-enplanements.pdf
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3 Research Questions and Research Methodology

3.1 Research problem

This thesis targets the development of algorithms serving face recognition systems
working in the identification mode. Technically, two different sub-questions were
selected: face identification in controlled scenarios and face attribute prediction in
the wild. The motivations for selecting these two questions will be specified in “My
Research Process” in Chapter 2.

3.1.1 Face Identification in Controlled Scenarios

The problem of “face identification in controlled scenario” is defined as: given a
probe face captured in a controlled scenario from a cooperative user, a face iden-
tification algorithm needs to find the most similar faces from its attached dataset,
based on the pair-wise similarity of the probe and the gallery. Through our in-
dependent study, we wanted to use critical eyes to find the answers to a series of
questions:

1. What is the most common way of existing approaches to address the problem
of “face identification in controlled scenarios”? Why is it addressed in that
way?

2. Are there any disadvantages in the existing approaches? Why do they occur?

3. How to overcome these problems: how can faces captured in controlled sce-
narios be matched in an improved way?

4. What is the most important factor for “face identification in controlled sce-
narios”?

5. How will our findings impact the current solutions?

By answering these questions, we want to further gain knowledge for building better
and faster face identification systems for recognizing faces captured in controlled
scenarios.

3.1.2 Face Attribute Prediction in the Wild

Our face attribute prediction algorithm answers whether certain attributes appear
on a face captured in the wild. These attributes are pre-defined and describable
for humans, and the attributes are not mutually exclusive. Thus, the face at-
tributes prediction problem is to achieve accurate classification which assigns the
pre-defined attribute labels to the acquire probe face. We intend to answer the
following questions:

1. In a Deep Learning context, how can we best represent faces to facilitate
attribute prediction?
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2. How to acquire the best representations, and how effective are they to the
target question?

3. What are the key factors that determine the effectiveness of such representa-
tions?

4. How to achieve accurate face attribute prediction with better cost efficiency
in computation and data annotation?

These questions aims to further update the understanding of Deep Learning and
enlighten the potential research.

3.2 Scientific methodology with critical thinking

The development method of our face recognition approaches is database centered.
This means that we use the common definition of the face recognition problem
(which is further elaborated below) and employ the “standard” datasets to develop
our face recognition algorithms and perform benchmark evaluations to compare
with others. However, although I’ve faithfully follow such a widely accepted re-
search methodology, I still have doubts about it and look at it with critical eyes.

The problem of face recognition is defined as: given an unknown face, the face
recognition system should respond with a determined identity (face identification)
or validate the claimed identity (face verification) [77]. Such a problem definition
can be traced back to the early times when the research methodology of face recog-
nition was founded as in [40, 42]. This means that the underlying problem is to
match an image which contains a particular face appearance (i.e. an instance of
a probe face) to the gallery faces using computer vision and pattern recognition
methods.

This problem definition has regulated the research of face recognition systems.
Under this well-accepted problem definition, the research question has been further
narrowed down and formulated as a problem where computer vision techniques
were utilized for building better features and pattern recognition techniques were
used for improving classification. As a result, the major research effort was devoted
into various algorithmic aspects that improve the recognition accuracy and the
efficiency of the face recognition process. The ultimate research objective turned
out to be how to model the faces and measure their similarities, so that the intra-
class variations can be minimized and the inter-class variations can be maximized
in different working scenarios for various face recognition systems.

Without doubt, such a research methodology has created intense competition
which has promoted rapid a performance improvment in the face recognition vendor
tests [37, 41] and benchmark evaluations [17, 21]. But it is also quite obvious that
improving the performance of face recognition in the wild is still rather challenging
[22] [58] even with the state-of-the-art Deep Learning approach [78]. Although there
are thousands of reasons to believe the accuracy of face recognition in the wild can
be gradually improved over time, it is also valuable to rethink the problem solving
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pipeline — Have the right problem been defined? How the algorithms should be
developed? How should we do evaluations?

If one look at the problem definition, it is not hard to find that the current
problem definition — recognizing face instances with arbitrary conditions — also
implicates improving the performance, since the problem itself is known to be very
hard to solve. Here if we put critical eyes on the methodology, more specifically, the
problem definition, we argue that to promote the effectiveness of face recognition,
it is time to innovate the conventional problem definition and even the database
centered research methodology.

As pointed out in “100% Accuracy in Automatic Face Recognition” in the Science
Magazine [18], the authors proposed a novel approach based on a novel definition of
the probe image for face recognition. Rather than defining a single instance image
as probe, they used an average face fused from multiple images as a novel probe
image. Though such a novel probe face violates the conventional problem definition,
it hit 100% recognition accuracy compared to the hit rate of only 54% using single
celebrity images as probe. Nowadays, given the fact that face recognition systems
stumble when confronted with million-level faces [57], it is valuable to put critical
eyes on the well-accepted modules and consider diverse ways to define the face
recognition problem and address it accordingly.

4 Structure of the Thesis

The following chapters will be focusing on the technical aspects of how a face
recognition system works in general and how I technically tackled my research
question. It will initially start from the widely taken face recognition pipeline
(Chapter 2), and walk through how the two technical tasks — identifying faces in
the controlled scenarios (Chapter 3) and predicting face attributes from faces in
the wild (Chapter 5) — were solved. In between (Chapter 4), I briefly describe how
I practically experimented with Deep Learning for recognizing faces in the wild,
which can be seen as the experimental foundation (explains the choice of network
architecture, training and data processing strategy) of Chapter 5. In Chapter 3
and Chapter 5, the problem description, the rethinks of the existing solutions,
and the algorithmic solutions motivated by the rethinks are the center topics. My
research findings and contributions are summarized thereafter as the conclusion of
the thesis.



Chapter 2

Technical Background

Modern automated human face recognition systems follow a unified processing
pipeline: face detection, face alignment, face feature extraction and feature con-
struction1, and classification [77, 67]. This chapter reviews this widely used recog-
nition process and a significant technology evolution — Deep Learning — in face
recognition. It concludes with my research process which describes what technical
questions were solved during my Ph.D. study and why these questions were selected
as the research topics.

1 Face Recognition Pipeline

To identify a human from a still image, a face recognition system needs to perform
the following steps:

1. Face detection: detects and segments a face from the background;

2. Face alignment: aligns the segmented face crop to a reference pose (and
applies preprocessing to alleviate noise and bad illumination);

3. Feature extraction and feature constriction: embeds the face crop into a fea-
ture space and performs additional processing to the converted feature (also
refer to footnote 1 for details).

4. Classification: classifies the yielded feature to determine the identity (in an
identification or verification manner), or estimate facial attributes.

This pipeline, as illustrated in Figure 1, has been very widely employed in many
conventional and recently emerging face recognition solutions. Conventionally, one
can see that the technical modules except classification require expertise and skills

1Feature extraction refers to the process converting a face image or a face image patch into
a feature descriptor. Feature construction, as in some work, may additionally include feature
selection or other types of processing which facilites the subsequent steps.

15
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Figure 1: An illustration of face recognition pipeline, which constructs a holistic
descriptor using features representing small facial regions.

of computer vision and image processing, the design of classification depends on
pattern recognition and machine learning components. However, when using the
more recent Deep Learning technique, it is not easy to find such a clear boundary
between computer vision and pattern recognition in the pipeline.

1.1 Face detection

The face detection module first specifies the location and the size of a human face us-
ing a bounding box within a captured image, so that the face recognition algorithm
can separate the face from the cluttered background for the subsequent processing.
In order to facilitate the later face alignment step, facial landmark detection is also
needed to locate the coordinates of the facial components. In this thesis, Viola-
Jones’s method [63] and Kazemi and Sullivan’s approach [20] are employed for face
detection and face landmark detection (when needed) respectively.

1.2 Face alignment

After faces are detected from the acquired image, face alignment is applied to
the detected face to ensure that the face features are constructed from normalized
conditions (e.g. head size, pose, lighting etc.), which facilitates fair face matching
in the successive steps. Typically, the face alignment module normalizes the face
size to a pre-determined size based on the detected facial landmarks. In some face
recognition approaches, face alignment module also rectifies the pose to a frontal
position. Some (photometric) preprocessing steps may additionally be applied to
the aligned faces. These steps mostly utilize some image filtering techniques, such
as Difference of Gaussian (DoG), to remove the unfavorable factors, such as shadow
and image noise, from the cropped faces.

In controlled scenarios, where faces are mostly frontal, the face size is typically
normalized using affine transformation based on detected landmarks [73, 50, 67].
But it becomes quite tricky to align faces captured in the wild. As some facial
landmark(s) may not be visible due to a sideways pose (self-occlusion) or occlusion,
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using affine transformation for face alignment may be not possible all the time. To
achieve pose correction (as well as size normalization), one can utilize a 3D face
model to correct the face (exemplified by Deepface [55]), or simpler methods as in
[14].

However, there has been a trend of merging face detection, face alignment, pose
correction, and feature construction into a single face recognition processing line
when Deep Learning techniques are used for face recognition. In this situation,
deep neural networks learn to do the desired objective in an end-to-end manner
and ignore the irrelevant factors (pose, illumination, expressions etc. ) to the de-
sired objective. For instance, in [29] where an end-to-end deep neural network
was built for estimating face attributes, face detection and face alignment can be
learned implicitly from the training of the network using the facial attribute labels.
Similarly, in [45], accurate face recognition can be achieved without a dedicated
face alignment module in the processing pipeline. Using Deep Learning for face
recognition will be further described in the following sections.

1.3 Feature extraction and feature construction

The ultimate goal of face recognition systems, regardless of their objectives, is al-
ways achieved by classification. To achieve accurate face classification, the key is to
find such a feature representation that can reduce the scatter of intra-class samples
while enlarging the inter-class variation at the same time. For face verification and
face identification, the “class” is the identity of people. The key is then to build face
descriptors that summarize the knowledge only regarding the identity from facial
appearance. Such feature descriptors should not be distracted by other variations
such as pose, expression, and illumination on the face. Obviously, to achieve this
goal, representing faces using pixels does not seem an effective solution.

To this end, designing feature extraction methods using domain knowledge of
human experts became a common choice, and this type of manually engineered
features was also known as the “hand-crafted” feature. The design of a hand-crafted
feature is essentially defining some algorithmic rules that map a visual face image
into a feature space. The mapping process extracts low-level vision traits (such as
shape and edge) to form face representations. As a local face part is less likely to be
affected by the environment than the whole face, constructing face representations
using local features, such as LBP [1] and SIFT [30], has been a common choice.

To increase the discriminative power of a face representation, a widely used
strategy is to form hierarchical features from different scales through Gabor filter-
ing, which transfers the face representation from the pixel space to the complex
Gabor space [28]. Building hierarchical representations in the Gabor space forms
more discriminative features: as demonstrated in [56, 75, 67], the Gabor based rep-
resentations achieved remarkable performance improvements for recognizing faces
in controlled scenarios [11]. Such an improvement in performance is commonly
attributed to the “blessing of dimensionality” [4].
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Instead of employing engineered features, one can also represent faces through
learning. Conventionally, it can be achieved by projecting faces into a subspace,
as exemplified by the well-known EigenFace [61] and FisherFace [3]. The core of
building a subspace is to employ PCA/LDA alike methods, as in [9].

However, the effectiveness of the aforementioned approaches for face identifica-
tion has been demonstrated only in controlled scenarios. Experiments show that
they can hardly handle dramatic appearance changes, these solutions are quite
vulnerable when recognizing faces in the wild (as in [68], or see [27]).

To effectively handle the faces captured in the wild, one effective solution is
Deep Learning, more specifically — the Convolutional Neural Netowork (CNN),
which learns discriminative features from a big training dataset. Through such
a large-scale machine learning process, the CNNs which gradually combine the
learned local features into higher-level holistic abstractions can yield hierarchical
discriminative features. The CNN based solutions have significantly improved face
recognition accuracy compared to the conventional approaches using “hand-crafted”
features.

1.4 Classification

For face identification, the face recognition system needs to identify the acquired
face by searching in the attached database (gallery). Normally, the Nearest Neigh-
bor (NN) rule is applied since only one face is stored per person. Simple constant
metrics, such as L2 norm, are often used to measure the distance between faces
when searching the most similar face in the gallery.

In order to further boost the classification performance, one can employ a
learned metric to further improve separation of faces. As in [5, 48, 13], metric
learning approaches were used with the conventional hand-crafted feature to en-
hance the discrimination of faces. Neural networks can also be utilized to improve
the separation of different faces [16]. As a transitory solution, however, these “met-
ric learning” solutions were quickly replaced by the end-to-end CNN solutions.

2 Evolution towards Deep Learning

2.1 From engineered features to features learned from big data

For many computer vision tasks, images were conventionally represented by the
“hand-crafted” features. This type of feature was engineered using the domain
knowledge of human experts. They could work well in easier cases, e.g. recognizing
faces in controlled scenarios, where the appearance of objects doesn’t vary too
much. But such features are very vulnerable when used to represent and classify
objects captured in the wild (one can find the performance gap simply from the
LFW result page [27], or compare the best ImageNet [7] solutions before 2012 with
the current top solutions). A possible reason is that the low-level visual features
fail to form discriminative representations in these challenging conditions.
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In late 2012, a significant technology revolution, driven by Deep Learning [25],
took place and started to storm the computer vision and pattern recognition fields.
This revolution was founded on the ideas and the earlier work of the artificial
neural network, such as the concept of anti-shift self-organizing network [10], back-
propagation [65, 44], and CNN [24]. Many important contributions on network
components also paved the way to the current big success of Deep Learning, such
as the Cresceptron [64] (the origin of “Max-pooling”), ReLu [33, 31]. Particularly,
amoung different types of deep neural network, the CNN which learns the high-level
discriminative features has played important role for accurate image classification
[23]. Ever since 2012, by building the large-scale face training datasets (CelebFace,
WebFace, etc.) and training CNNs with large-scale dataset, face recognition has
made a big stride towards a higher usability. On the well-known LFW benchmark,
many face verification approaches have easily surpassed the accuracy achieved by
humans [55, 36, 51].

Two factors are fundamentally important for Deep Learning: the hierarchical
scale of the network and the size of training dataset. For most complicated com-
puter vision recognition tasks (e.g. the ImageNet [7]), the empirical results indicate
that the recognition accuracy highly depends on the depth of network [15, 54, 60] as
deeper CNNs have better fitting capability to learn more abstract and complex con-
cepts. Deep neural networks contain a huge number of free parameters and tuning
these parameters from scratch requires CNNs to learn from a large collection of la-
beled image instances. Therefore, the size of the labeled training dataset is equally
important. A viable CNN training dataset needs to be big and deep: it should
contain images of a large number of classes and there should be sufficient represen-
tative samples for each class as well. One can see that the widely used datasets that
can support the training of networks (from scratch) often contain millions of in-
stances. As in [45], training CNNs using industry-level sized dataset demonstrated
great recognition performance, which almost reached the upper boundary of the
challenging research-purposes LFW benchmark.

The CNN based solutions have been rather popular since they can automatically
learn to ignore the irrelevant factors to the training objective using a large-scale
labeled dataset in its raw form. For face classification tasks, it can learn to ignore
the fluctuations of illumination and face size, different poses, and different tones
between imaging devices; it only focuses the features that facilitate the classification
(of identities). This means that in a CNN based face recognition pipeline, the
individual conventional modules would be no longer required; all the processing
steps can be merged into a “black box”. As demonstrated in [29], one can build an
end-to-end CNN that copes with face detection, alignment and even classification
(if the classes are known previously).

To summarize, the differences between the old-school feature construction and
Deep Learning are twofold:

1. Network scale: The overwhelming performance of Deep Learning benefits
from the complexity of the network, which enables very high modeling capa-
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bility to handle the challenging tasks. As shown in [72], the learned filters in
the early stages of a CNN are Gabor like — quite similar as the edge detection
filters used in many “hand-crafted” features. But the CNN uses many more
filters in the later stages to learn features that are gradually more useful for
the target task [43]. This means that we can generally see the “hand-crafted”
feature extraction approaches as “shallow networks”, and deep neural networks
employ more network layers to further enhance the visual traits obtained from
“shallow networks” for their objectives.

2. Shift of domain knowledge from feature engineering to architecture engineer-
ing. Compared to using domain knowledge to design the hand-crafted fea-
tures, using Deep Learning for face recognition requires the knowledge in
designing the network architecture, the network components, as well as the
tricks for tuning the network. How to construct useful features is learned
automatically from data through training of deep neural networks.

2.2 Transfer off-the-shelf CNNs

By explicitly utilizing the labels of large-scale dataset, one can easily train deep
models for the task defined by the labels through end-to-end training, e.g. classifying
the 1000 object classes using the ImageNet [7] data or identify the 10000+ people’s
identities on the WebFace dataset. But given the size of these training data sets, it
is easy to see that building a new training dataset to serve a specific target task is
not that sustainable: it is costly in human labor and time to collect and label data,
and sometimes it is not feasible when being limited by the data availability. Thus,
constructing dedicated large-scale dataset to support end-to-end deep network for
a novel task is far from being feasible. In this case, an immediate question is how
to utilize Deep Learning in novel tasks which are not supported by dedicated large
labeled datasets.

One convenient solution is to fine-tune the available networks pre-trained by
off-the-shelf training data towards the novel task through transfer learning in an
end-to-end manner. This is because fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN usually can be
achieved with much less data for tuning the network parameters. Another solution
could be to study the utility of the off-the-shelf features for the novel task without
involving extra network training. Without doubt, the later solution would advance
the understanding of deep neural networks. For the face related tasks, the pertinent
action is to study how to use off-the-shelf CNNs for face classification to yield
another effective solution for a novel task, with a minimum cost of resources.

2.3 Open questions

We have seen the advances achieved by Deep Learning in many application fields.
Deep Learning has brought about powerful artificial intelligence, which not only
outperformed humans in some vision tasks, but also recently beat a human cham-
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pion of Go — a very complicated ancient Chinese strategy game [2]. But one has to
admit that Deep Learning is currently still a “practical solution”, the scientific fun-
damental understanding of Deep Learning is still lacking: the mathematical proof of
why Deep Learning works, a theoretical understanding of the relationships among
datasets, training objectives, training accuracy, and a systematic and principled
framework (as the Shannon’s theorem in Communication) need to be established
as an operational guide for Deep Learning practices. Although Deep Learning can
still be effectively utilized in many tasks without these questions being studied,
answering these fundamental questions will help us understand and manipulate
Deep Learning techniques to efficiently tackle new questions. More importantly, it
seems a must to understand how the “smart” Deep Learning makes decisions before
humans can smoothly cooperate with it.

3 My Research Process

The most fundamental working modes for a face recognition system are “verifica-
tion” and “identification” (any other mode, e.g. “watch-list”, can be seen as a hybrid
of them). My research has been focusing only on developing and evaluating face
recognition algorithms working in the identification mode, which are motivated by:

1. a face recognition system working in an identification mode often offers a
better user experience, since a machine can directly recognize users without
asking them to claim first;

2. the identification mode is also technically more challenging than the verifica-
tion mode as an identifier is “N” times harder to build than a verifier [6].

Although the research focus had been narrowed down to face identification2, the
problem was not well defined as the topic of a Ph.D. thesis. This was simply due
to two factors (parameters) involved in all face identification processes which were
not stated explicitly above. These two parameters describe the operational charac-
teristics of face identification (recognition) in the real world. One factor is about
how human faces are captured: faces are captured in a “controlled environment”
where users are cooperative, or faces are captured “in the wild”. Another factor re-
lates to what assumption a face identification system makes: are all users enrolled
in the gallery or not. This assumption will distinguish two operational scenarios:
“closed-set” or “open-set” face identification. Obviously, “open-set face identification
in the wild” should be the ultimate goal, as it can be used in more general scenar-
ios. However, it is also the most technically challenging. I selected “closed-set face
identification in controlled environments” as my research topic, since it not only
fits my Ph.D. thesis well, but more importantly, from the methodological point of
view, the evaluation benchmarks publicly accessible were only for closed-set face
identification at that time.

2Face identification here refers to a face recognition system working in an identification mode.
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When I started in early 2011, the research focus of both the academy and the
industry was on almost the same topic — feature engineering. People commonly
believed that the most critical work was the design of features for face recognition,
because “features matter”! Designing novel features and building trainable com-
ponents (e.g. classifiers) for face recognition became the dominating theme. After
experimenting with some of the good feature based solutions, however, I realized
that such a way of developing algorithms sooner or later would lead to “dataset de-
pendent” solutions. This was simply because people built their solutions on small
dataset (usually around or less than several thousand images). Consequently, the
yielded algorithms were highly likely to be dependent on the utilized data, which
were unlikely to be helpful in solving the general face recognition problem unfortu-
nately.

I stopped to work on a non-learning approach instead, with a hope of com-
ing up with some database-independent matching algorithms. In the context of
“face identification in controlled scenarios”, I proposed the Block Matching method
to leverage the visual correspondences directly from pixels (no “feature” was pro-
posed) and to build a learning-free matching metric facilitating the classification
of faces. Apart from that, I’ve also found that the Block Matching approach can
simply employ Gabor phase information for identifying faces. Combining the Block
Matching with Gabor phase, my approach not only demonstrated how to effectively
use the tricky Gabor phase for face identification, but also achieved the state-of-
the-art performance which was totally comparable to and even better than other
feature based solutions aided by machine learning components.

Around 2013, in the mid-way of my Ph.D. study, two events affected my re-
search very much. One is the fact that the research community has shifted the
interest to “face verification in the wild”. A challenging database — the Labeled
Face in the Wild, LFW — became a must-have for the algorithm evaluation of
most face recognition algorithms. Another one is the rapid rise of deep neural
network — Deep Learning, which performed astoundingly better than conventional
feature based face recognition solutions. As Deep Learning employs huge training
dataset covering a large range of diversities and variations (e.g. pose, illumination,
expressions, environment influences, gender and ethnicity), it promises much better
generalization than the conventional “database dependent” solutions. Deep Learn-
ing also demonstrated overwhelming performance when recognizing faces in the
wild, therefore, it was adopted in my research.

In theory, with Deep Learning, I can extend my research to “face identification
in the wild”. Unfortunately, since almost the whole research community was busy
with using Deep Learning for face verification, there was no well accepted protocol
for testing face identification algorithms. Consequently, I had to re-define the scope
of my research and shift to “facial attribute prediction in the wild”.

I narrowed down the research from general face identification to facial attribute
prediction with a belief that good facial attribute prediction can eventually lead to
a successful face identification. Facial attribution prediction is also a well-defined
research question and has a lot of potential applications. The problem itself, as an
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N-way classification task, has the properties of “identification mode” and “open-set”;
it is therefore a suitable research topic under the general scope.

To tackle this problem, I employed off-the-shelf resources and made fair com-
parisons on the recent large-scale dataset using standard protocols. As most of
the face attributes are describable, the mid-level face representations from the deep
neural network were found to be better in representing face attributes. Compared
to the previous best solutions, my solution is not only more accurate, it also demon-
strates how to construct efficient face attribute prediction approaches relying on less
computational resources and less data supplies.





Chapter 3

Identifying Human Faces in Controlled
Scenarios

1 Question

Recognizing faces captured in controlled scenarios is a practical and meaningful
question as in many occasions users are willing to cooperate with face recognition,
e.g. when they are trying to pass a controlled access or they are granting autho-
rization on the phone. In these occasions, faces are often captured in a controlled
situation favourable for face recognition. As shown in Figure 1, the faces captured
in controlled scenarios are mostly frontal with evenly distributed light, neutral ex-
pressions, etc., like a mugshot. But the challenges may caused by different lighting
conditions, aging effects, and facial expressions.

To mimic the challenges that a face recognition system can encounter in this
situation, several types of variations, such as pose and illumination, expressions,
were introduced in the datasets, to facilitate systematic face recognition research.
The most representative data sets are the CMU-PIE [46], FERET [39] and FRGC

Figure 1: Faces captured in controlled scenarios. The face pair on the left is from
the FERET dataset; the pair on the right is from the CMU-PIE dataset.
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2.0 [37].
It is easy to see that recognizing faces in controlled scenarios is technically less

challenging compared to recognizing faces of arbitrary poses and lighting condi-
tions. As in [11], with a small or medium sized gallery set, the face recognition
approaches utilizing the conventional hand-crafted features are still able to achieve
rather promising accuracy.

As explained in “My Research Process” in Chapter 2, the research question
in this chapter is “face identification in controlled scenarios”. Our research focus
was on developing the methods that effectively construct facial representations and
match these representations to achieve accurate and efficient face identification.
The benchmark evaluations have been made on the FERET, CMU-PIE dataset and
compared with many other state-of-the-art approaches. The next part first briefly
revisits the problem of face identification in controlled scenarios. Our understanding
of this research question, rethinks of the widely used face recognition approach, and
how we addressed this problem are elaborated thereafter.

2 Our Solution

2.1 Overview

Although some countenance changes can be observed, the facial appearance is usu-
ally quite stable in general within a few years’ time to most people. This means
that, for a single person, a strong visual correspondence can often be seen be-
tween the probe and the gallery image even though they were captured in different
times. To employ the visual correspondence, the widely taken approach has been
to construct hand-crafted feature descriptors to represent faces. As local facial ap-
pearance is less likely to be influenced by the pose and the environmental factors
than the holistic appearance, building face representations from small face portions
has been a widely adopted feature construction strategy. As illustrated in Figure
2, a holistic representation is often composed by a train of local descriptors: a face
image is first segmented into patches, local features are then constructed from each
patch, and concatenated into a feature train f = {f1, f2, ..., fN}, where fn is the
feature descriptor from the n-th patch, n ∈ (1, ..., N), N is the total number of
patches separated from a face.

To measure the distance between faces, the corresponding facial components
needs to be compared. Given a probe P and a gallery G, the distance is then
calculated as:

dist(P → G) =
N−1∑

0
dn, (3.1)

where dn can be calculated as
∥∥∥f (P )
n − f (G)

n

∥∥∥. Before the matching process, both
faces need to be aligned.
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Figure 2: Illustration of face feature extraction and representation construction: a
face is first segmented into local patches, local features are constructed from each
patch and concatenated into a feature of the whole face.

2.2 Block Matching for face alignment

Face alignment intends to normalize the head area to ensure face components of
different people stay in roughly the same image location. After face alignment, a
face image is then mechanically separated into blocks from which the local feature
descriptors are constructed. In this way, component-wise matchings can be easily
achieved when two faces are being matched, as the alignment has been previously
applied to faces.

But, it is quite obvious that such an alignment approach can hardly promise fair
component-wise matching especially when faces have different poses (view angle),
head sizes and expressions. As shown in Figure 3, holistic face alignment cannot
eliminate the displacement between corresponding facial parts due to facial motions.

Consequently, if one intends to achieve fair component-wise matching through
comparing spatially corresponding image blocks, the features constructed from lo-
cal regions need to handle the misalignment error. Also, they need to maintain high
discriminating power concurrently. Without doubt, designing such a feature extrac-
tor is quite challenging and even impossible, since sometimes the real corresponding
areas could locate in different image grids.

An intuitive solution to attain fair component-wise matching is to employ the
elastic searching scheme in the matching process [66]. Specifically, we employed
“Block Matching” in our work. Instead of mechanically matching the spatially
corresponding image patches, the Block Matching enables a face patch to search
for its best matching location on the other face. Given that in controlled scenarios
the facial appearance (texture) from the same identity is relatively stable, the Block
Matching strategy can easily find a good match for each probe patch during the
matching process, which promises fair matching between the corresponding areas.
As shown in Figure 4, the Block Matching (with elastic searching scheme only)
brought about a reasonable performance increment for face recognition.
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Figure 3: A mis-alignment case due to mouth motion. The real corresponding
mouth parts locate in different positions, directly comparing spatially correspond-
ing patches cannot promise fair component-wise matching. (Images are from the
Internet.)

Figure 4: Performance increment after introducing the elastic matching strategy
(darker green area). Around 10% better performance can be achieved on the rank-1
recognition rate. Results are obtained from the Dup2 set on the FERET dataset.
Refer detailed matching steps and introduction of dataset to Paper A.
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2.3 Weighting through Block Matching

However, telling from the rank-1 accuracy in Figure 4, one can see that even with the
elastic searching scheme, explicitly comparing the texture (patches) is still far from
good. This is because pixels are not discriminative as other hand-crafted features.
To effectively increase the discrimination power of the representation (which was
pixel in Figure 4), a feasible way is to apply weight factors, i.e. a patch-wise metric
wn, to the feature descriptors to enhance the separation between classes. This
process can be written as

dist(P → G) =
N−1∑

0
(wn · dn), (3.2)

where dn =
∥∥∥f (P )
n − f (G)

n

∥∥∥ is the patch-wise distance between the probe and the
gallery as in Equation 3.1. Usually, the best performing metric is obtained through
machine learning using the training set. However, the problem of such approaches
is that there is a high risk leading to training database-dependent solution due to
the limited size of the training set.

To address this problem, we developed a way to acquire a learning-free metric
in the Block Matching process. This metric, as shown in Equation 3 and 4 of
Paper A, is obtained from only from the face pair that is being matched. It is
thus patch specific and person specific, and no learning process was involved. It
evaluates the utility of a certain patch for measuring the distance of the matching
face pair. Benchmark evaluations show that the proposed Block Matching approach
is totally comparable to the well-known hand-crafted features in different controlled
scenarios.

2.4 Improving performance using Gabor phase

To further improve the identification performance, it was well believed that the
“blessing of dimensionality” is the key. The most common and successful way to
take advantage of the “blessing of dimensionality” was to construct multi-scale fea-
tures through Gabor filtering [28], where a bank of 40 Gabor filters was commonly
used. Comparing to using the engineered features from pixels, around 20% per-
formance increment was achieved by building the Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
type feature descriptors from the Gabor filtered images; around another 10% per-
formance increment attributes to the use of learned components on the FERET
dataset [11].

However, one can see that it is not that cheap to achieve such a recognition
accuracy, since:

1. To take advantage of “blessing of dimensionality”, one has to construct features
from multiple scales, which almost linearly increases the runtime for feature
extraction;
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2. The trained components based on a small-scale training dataset do not promise
a generalization performance.

In Paper A, we have shown that there was no difference between using features
and using no feature for identifying faces in controlled scenarios. Therefore, in
order to increase the identification accuracy of our Block Matching approach, it is
tenable for us to consider using Gabor filtered images to represent faces. As Gabor
filtering yields complex filtered images, the question is then what to use for face
representation: the amplitude or the phase?

The successful Gabor approaches followed the recognition pipeline introduced in
Chapter 2. This means that the misalignment problem was not explicitly handled
at all. Consequently, most Gabor based approaches had to utilize Gabor amplitude
since it is not sensitive to misalignment errors. However, it was well-known that
phase is more important than amplitude for signal reconstruction [35]. The problem
of phase is that it rather sensitive to signal’s spatial shift and hard to be quantized,
which makes the power of Gabor phase very hard to be demonstrated when being
used in the well-accepted recognition pipeline [76].

Fortunately, our Block Matching approach can handle the spatial shift in the
facial textures. Therefore, it is natural to consider using the tricky but critical Ga-
bor phase information with our Block Matching approach to boost the recognition
performance. As shown in Table 1 of Paper A, the unfavourable conditions that
affect the recognition performance when using pixels are mainly the illumination,
ageing and expressions. Illumination hardly affects the phase of the Gabor filtered
images. Face expressions can be handled by the elastic matching scheme. The
ageing effects mostly reflect the wrinkles and grey hair on face images, which often
causes variations on high frequency components. Thus, to form face recognition
free from the impact of aging, it is intuitive to construct phase representations
from only a selection of the frequency components from Gabor filtered images.

Specifically, in Paper B, instead of using the commonly adopted 40-Gabor-filter
set, we used only 2 Gabor filters to extract the phase codes from the filtered face
images. Explicit matching of quantized phase codes was conducted afterwards in
our Block Matching pipeline. Compared to other existing approaches, one can see
that our approach features totally comparative performance on some widely used
benchmarks (See Table 2 and 3 in Paper B). In addition, this approach also has
very promising computational efficiency.

3 Findings

From our experimental results, it is astonishing to find that when identifying faces
in controlled scenarios:

1. Even without the hand-crafted features and the learned components, one can
also achieve face identification as effective as many hand-crafted feature based
solutions.
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2. The “blessing of dimensionality” is not the must-have ingredient for face recog-
nition. By employing the proposed Block-Matching method, one can sim-
ply achieve the state-of-the-art recognition performance through efficient face
matching using the raw Gabor phase information.

These findings will be thoroughly summarized in Chapter 6.
Besides, the generalization is promised in the proposed approach as no learning

approach or database-dependent components were involved. One can expect that
the proposed approach will work well in similar conditions. But it is important to
remember the hypothesis of the proposed approach: a strong visual correspondence
should be observed between the gallery and probe images of the same person. In
the case which the users have a significant change in facial appearances (e.g. for
faces captured in the wild or for some drug users) the proposed approach, however,
may fail.





Chapter 4

Building CNNs for Face Recognition
in the Wild

Before introducing how we address the problem of face attribute prediction in the
wild, this chapter focuses on reviewing how I developed Deep Learning solutions to
recognize faces in the wild. A number of experiments were carried out to determine
the architecture of deep neural network, and to study how to train deep neural
networks effectively and efficiently with the available training dataset. Benchmark
evaluations of both face verification and face identification were conducted to ver-
ify the recognition performance of the trained CNNs. More importantly, these
experiments may point out the limitations of current face recognition research and
highlight the potential future research topics — building large scale face datasets
for training deep neural networks and the problem of identifying faces in the wild.

1 Background

Although face recognition systems working in controlled scenarios can be used in
many real-world situations, face recognition in the wild, which does not require co-
operation from users, has even more general utilities, e.g. watch specific individuals
in public areas. From a feature construction point of view, recognizing faces in the
wild poses more demanding requirements on face recognition technologies. This
is because the faces captured in the wild could have arbitrary pose, lighting and
expression, and the captured images may also be impacted by the imaging devices.

To recognize faces in the wild, one type of solution in general is to utilize the
conventional hand-crafted features with trainable machine learning components to
aid the classification, e.g. construcing a matching metric for face verification [13].
However, even with the help from the machine learning components, this type of
solution seems not accurate enough to handle the challenges of face recognition
in the wild. Recently, with the availability of large-scale datasets and computing
power, deep neural networks (or Deep Learning) have been widely utilized to rec-
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ognize faces in the wild. As examplified in [16], deep neural networks can be used
to learn a metric which boosts the accuracy of face verification. Since it is very
straightforward to build an end-to-end Deep Learning solution, the CNNs, which
learn discriminative representations directly from the raw form of faces — pixels,
have become a natural choice to address the problem of face recognition in the wild
[51, 55, 45]. These end-to-end CNN based approaches have shown very promising
potentials for solving challenging face recognition tasks [27]. With recently devel-
oped hardware, software platforms [19, 62], especially the public large-scale training
datasets [70, 29], developing diverse Deep Learning based face recognition solutions
became feasible with a reasonable amount of resources.

2 Related Work

For typical image classification tasks, such as the well-known ImageNet Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), one can build a CNN which learns to con-
struct discriminative features and the subsequent classifier serving the classification
task in a single network. This is because the object classes in the training phase are
the same as the ones in the test phase. However, for face recognition, the situation
is different from these typical image classification tasks. The classes (identities)
that a CNN “sees” in the training phase are often mutually exclusive of those in the
test phase. Naturally, the focus during the training of a face recognition CNN is
on the feature learning, which promises to produce discriminative face features in
a 1 : 1 verification or 1 : N identification test scenario.

To this end, it is reasonable to employ two ways to train CNNs for face recog-
nition: 1) a CNN can be trained in a discriminative manner that optimizes the
identity classification as in the typical image classification tasks; 2) it can also be
trained in a comparative manner, which explicitly maintains low intra-class varia-
tion and enlarges inter-class variation at the same time, using labeled positive and
negative matching pairs as in [45]. To further improve the recognition performance
of a CNN based approach, one can also jointly use diverse training objectives [70],
or aggregate multiple local and holistic deep models [52]. However, as pointed
out in [69], although multi-task learning provides an efficient way to enhance the
generalization, tuning the network in this manner is practically challenging, as the
trade-off between loss functions needs to be set manually and it depends on the
training set as well. Even if one simply wants to optimize the comparative loss,
selecting the “triplet” pairs (as in [45]) is quite tricky.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental setup

While there had been many potential solutions to hit high recognition accuracy (e.g.
using multiple loss functions and ensemble models), it was still a bit hard to find
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a clear clue of how to build an effective face recognition CNN from scratch; many
practical “tricks” were yet to be studied as well. As my goal was to gain hands-
on experience of using CNNs for face recognition from scratch, determining the
network architecture and studying how to pre-process the training dataset became
the most significant and intuitive topics to explore.

Dataset: The training database used in the experiments was generated from
the WebFace dataset [70], which was the only publicly accessible large-scale face
dataset suitable for CNN training. The WebFace contains 494414 face images of
10575 celebrities collected from IMDb1. However, it was not very clean in a way
that it contained non-face images or incorrectly labeled faces, and some faces were
of low image quality.

To utilize this dataset for training CNNs, face detection was first applied to the
dataset images. The detected face patches were further filtered by file size (face
patches smaller than 7k were discarded).2 Then, face landmark detection using the
OTS functions [20] was performed. After the landmark detection and image quality
screening, 358182 aligned faces were eventually generated. This cleaned database
is denoted by “WebFace-align” in this thesis.

Data augmentation was also employed to enhance the training set during the
training of the CNNs. Specifically, an augmented off-line training set was first
generated by supplementing 4 other copies with random combination of rotation
and slight resizing to each face of the “WebFace-align”. During the training phase,
random mirroring and jittered sampling strategy were also applied to enhance the
diversity of the training dataset. In the training, 90% of the images of each identity
in “WebFace-align” were randomly selected as the training set and the rest formed
the validation set.

Network Architecture: Before training a CNN for a designated task, the first
question is to design the architecture of the neural network. To this end, one
can either design novel network structures from scratch [60, 54, 45] or employ
OTS architectures for a certain task. Since the motivation was to get hands-on
experience in building CNNs for face recognition, I focused more on using the
OTS architectures to study the most suitable network configurations. As Google
demonstrated in [45], the FaceNet had shown excellent performance on the LFW,
it was particularly interesting to use the FaceNet as the basic network architecture
in the experiments. Apart from the FaceNet, I also experimented with the VGG
model [60] and Google’s Inception network [54]. The “Softmax Loss” function was
used for training all the networks.

1Internet Movie Database, the world’s most popular and authoritative source for movie, TV
and celebrity content. www.imdb.com

2This is because the file size highly correlates to the image quality; the face landmark detection
may not be reliable for the face patches of low image quality (small file size).

www.imdb.com
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3.2 Experiments and findings

To ensure a good generalization performance, the common practice is to reduce the
complexity of the trained models (known as the “Occam Razor”). As for CNNs, this
means that they should contain an appropriate number of parameters to avoid over-
fitting. As the number of parameter of a CNN is largely decided by the bottleneck
between the last convolutional layer and the first fully connected (FC) layer, the
primary task was to explore a proper length of the FC layers. Thus, the CNNs built
for the experiments here had similar structures as the FaceNet but with different
lengths of FC layers. Then, the face recognition accuracy of these CNNs was eval-
uated on the LFW benchmark to identify the most suitable network configuration.
Features from the last FC layer was used for face representation unless otherwise
stated.

The evaluation results of the FaceNet architectures are summarized in Table 1.
Comparing Config.B with Config.A and Config.C, it is easy to see that reducing
the number of parameters in FC layers can significantly improve the generalization
(verification rate on the LFW), and fusing high-level convolutional features does
not bring important benefit. Comparing Config.C to Config.D, one can see that it
is meaningful to maintain reasonable spatial information in the output of the last
spatial pooling layer.

Naturally, it is worth exploring other configurations based on the Config.B. As
shown in Table 2, the performance divergence with respect to the sizes of FCs
was studied. In mod.1 - mod.3 and mod.5, we trained CNNs from scratch. While
mod.4 was trained by fine-tuning the FC layers from a standpoint of the model of
Config.B. From the results, it is still quite easy to see that the length of the FC
layers plays an important role for the verification accuracy on the LFW. By further
reducing the length of FC (see mod.1), the verification accuracy reached 97.5%,
which is comparable to that of human beings [59]. It is interesting to see that, in
mod.4, by “freezing” the convolutional layers and only tuning the FC layers, the
recognition performance was not improved significantly. This result indicates that
fine-tuning the parameters of all the layers at the same time would be a practically
more effective solution for training CNNs for new tasks. In addition, we can also see
that larger receptive field could bring up the recognition performance (comparing
mod.3 and mod.5); extra FC layer(s) may not be very useful in building effective
models (see mod.FC).

I have also experimented with the VGG type architectures and the Google’s
InceptionNet in parallel with the experiments on the FaceNet architecture, to de-
termine the settings critical to the recognition performance. The results from VGG
type nets are listed in Table 3. Similarly, we can observe that the 4096d face rep-
resentations yielded relatively poor performance. Even though the extra layers in
Config.B and C had reduced the number of parameters (by collapsing the last con-
volutional output) to 1/9 of Config.A, the actual recognition performance was still
not comparable to mod.1 of Config.B in Table 2. This is likely due to that the FC
layers have already over-fitted to the training set. I have also explored how “long-
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Table 1: Performance evaluations of FaceNet architectures.

Configurations of FaceNet architectures
Param. Config.A Config.B Config.C Config.D # Param.

input 110 × 110
Conv1 3, 64 • • • • 1.7k
Pool1 max, 2 • • • •
LRN1 • • • •
Pool1 max, 2 • • • •
Conv2a 1,64 • • • • 4k
Conv2 3,192 • • • • 108k
LRN2 • • • •
Pool2 max, 2 • • • •
Conv3a 1, 192 • • • • 36k
Conv3 3, 384 • • • • 648k
Pool3 max, 2 • • • •
Conv4a 1, 384 • • • • 144k
Conv4 3, 256 • • • • 864k
Conv5a 1, 256 • • • • 64k
Conv5 3, 256 • • • • 576k
Conv6a 1, 256 • • • • 64k
Conv6 3, 256 • • • • 576k

Concat C4&6 Conv4
Conv6 • • 256k

Conv46 1, 512 • •

Pool4 ave
2,2

ave
2,2

ave
2,2

ave
7,7

FC1 4096 1028 4096 4096

50.2M
12.6M
50.2M
4M

FC2 4096 1028 4096 4096

16.4M
1M

16.4M
16.4M

Results on LFW 95.12% 97.23% 94.95% 94.41%
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Table 2: Performance evaluations of modified FaceNets (Only the configurations
different from Config.B in Table 1 are listed).

Configurations of FaceNet, modified from Config.B
mod.1 mod.2 mod.3 mod.4 mod.5 mod.FC

input 112 × 112
Conv1 - - - - - -
Conv1 p - - - - Yes -
LRN 1 - - - - - -
Pool 1 - - - - - -
Conv2a - - - - - -
Conv2 - - - - - -
LRN 2 - - - - - -
Pool2 - - - - - -
Conv 3a - - - - - -
Conv 3 - - - - - -
Pool 3 - - - - - -
Conv 4a - - - - - -
Conv 4 - - - - - -
Conv 5a - - - - - -
Conv 5 - - - - - -
Conv 6a - - - - - -
Conv 6 - - - - - -

Pool 4 - - ave
7 × 7 - - -

FC 1 512 2048 1024 512 1024 512
FC 2 512 2048 1024 512 1024 512
FC 3 - - - - - 512
Results
on LFW 97.47% 96.15% 96.5% 94.82% 96.78% 95.05%

tail data” could effect the face verification performance with Config.B in Table 3.
However, the performance discrepancy was not conclusive enough to exclude the
long-tail data for network training.

Table 4 shows the evaluation results of the Inception architecture with FC layers
of 1024d. Correspondingly, the verification accuracy reached 97.1% for the Incep-
tionNet architecture. In a further experiment, by using 512d FC layers, a larger
augmented training set, and careful architecture engineering, the face verification
accuracy reached 98.3%. This verifies again that the length of FC layer plays a
very important role in the generalization performance.

To thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of the CNNs for different face recogni-
tion tasks, I have also conducted close-set and open-set face identification tests on
the LFW. Here the “WebFace-align” was further augmented by 9 random counter-
parts for each face, and the FaceNet with dual 512d FC layers was used. The results
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Table 3: Performance evaluations of VGG style networks.

Configurations of VGG’s “simple and deep” architectures
Param. Config.A Config.B Config.C

input 96 × 96
Conv 1-1 3, 64 • • •
Conv 1-2 3, 64 • • •
Pool 1 max, 2 • • •
Conv 2-1 3, 128 • • •
Conv 2-2 3, 128 • • •
Pool 2 max, 2 • • •
Conv 3-1_proj 1, 128 •
Conv 3-1 3, 192 • • •
Conv 3-2 3, 192 • • •
Pool 3 max, 2 • • •
Conv 4-1_proj 1, 192 •
Conv 4-1 3, 256 • • •
Conv 4-2 3, 256 • • •
Pool 4 max, 2 • • •
Conv 5-1_proj 1, 256 •
Conv 5-1 3, 320 • • •
Conv 5-2 3, 320 • • •
Pool 5 max, 2 • • •
Conv 6-1_proj 1, 320 •
Conv 6-1 1, 384 • •
Conv 6-2 1, 384 • •
Pool 6 max, 2 • •
FC 1 4096 4096 4096 4096
FC 2 4096 4096 4096 4096

Results on LFW 95.32% 95.18% (8k id.’s)
94.9% (10k id.’s) 95.28%

are shown in Tabel 5. In addition, I also evaluated various CNN structures on the
conventional FERET dataset (details see Paper C). The results are summarized in
Tabel 6.

4 Conclusions

Through comparative experiments on face verification and face identification, a
number of important factors of building CNNs for face recognition have been stud-
ied in this chapter. These findings help us determine proper CNN architectures
and configurations, and lay a foundation for face attribute prediction, which is
introduced in the next chapter.

In the mean time, these empirical results show that by using CNNs, one can
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Table 4: Performance evaluation on the InceptionNet architecture.

Configurations of InceptionNet architecture.
Input: 112× 112

Conv1
Max pool + Norm
Inception (2)
Norm + Max pool
Inception (3a)
Inception (3b)
Inception (3c)
Inception (4a)
Inception (4b)
Inception (4c)
Inception (4d)
Inception (4e)
Inception (5a)
Inception (5b)
Avg. pool
FC1 1024
FC2 1024
Results on LFW 97.1%

Table 5: Evaluation results on the LFW dataset.

Method Verification
Accuracy

Closed Set Face
Identification
Rank-1 Rate

Open Set Face
Identification
DIR@ 1% FAR

COTS-S1 [53] - 56.7% 25%
DeepFace [53] 97.35% 64.9% 44.5%
DeepID [51] 97.45% - -
VGG [69] 97.27% 74.1% 52.01%

Ours 97.8% 63.1 % 41%
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Table 6: Rank-1 accuracy of several well-known CNN architectures on FERET
Dup2 (Input image size to CNNs is 120× 120).

Architectures Length of the Last 2 FCs
FC-4096 FC-1024

AlexNet 91.9% 94.4%
VGG-13 layers 93.6% 94.9%
VGG-16 layers 93.2% 97.0%
InceptionNet 95.3% 98.7%
FaceNet 94.9% 98.3%

easily achieve a very high recognition performance on the conventional face recogni-
tion benchmarks, such as the LFW and the FERET. However, on the LFW dataset,
even if a CNN solution can perform very well in the face verification test, it is still
far from being good when running in an face identification test. This indicates that
future research focus should be switched to the problem of “face identification in
the wild” and study the face identification performance under different levels of dis-
tractor3 impact. Unfortunately, widely accepted face identification protocols were
and still seem unavailable, which hinders the algorithm development and fair com-
parisons between different face identification solutions. Moreover, to facilitate fair
competitions between Deep Learning solutions, it is important to construct publicly
accessible large-scale datasets for training deep neural networks, and study how to
construct training datasets efficiently.

3Faces which are not enrolled in a face recognition system.





Chapter 5

Face Attribute Prediction by Transferring
Face Recognition CNNs

1 Question

Like acquiring people’s identities, predicting the face attributes is another impor-
tant question of face recognition as an effective face attribute prediction can be used
in many applications. For example, gender and ethnicity information can yield effi-
cient search in face recognition systems; the age information would be commercially
interesting; understanding face expressions can be helpful for inferring human’s
emotions, which is useful for building better human-machine interaction.

The question being addressed in this chapter is predicting face attributes from
faces captured in the wild. Predicting face attributes is to assign the pre-determined
human-describable attribute labels to a captured face, which essentially is an N −
way classification problem (N stands for the number of attribute labels). Unlike
the faces acquired in controlled scenarios, the face images captured in the wild
have entirely arbitrary imaging conditions. As exemplified in Figure 1, faces cap-
tured in the wild may have challenging lighting conditions, poses, expressions and
even occlusions. It is, therefore, hard to construct discriminative representations
using the conventional low-level hand-crafted features to achieve accurate face or
attribute classification. Given the recent big success in computer vision that Deep
Learning achieves both discriminative feature learning and accurate classifications
in a single processing line, it is natural to employ Deep Learning, more specifically,
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to tackle the face attribute prediction
problem.

There have been many existing CNN based solutions proposed to solve this
task, and there are also many interesting questions that are worthy of thinking
when employing CNNs for this task. The most common and typical concern is how
to design the CNNs to achieve accurate attribute classification in an end-to-end
manner. However, as Deep Learning is “data hunger” and training an end-to-end
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Figure 1: Demo of faces captured in the wild. (The female faces, from LFW dataset,
on the left are of the same person.)

CNN takes a significant amount of time, reducing the demands in the data labeling
and training effort are practically rather important. Therefore, another interesting
question is how to achieve accurate attribute prediction with a minimal requirement
of training effort.

Our intuition is that the “knowledge” of constructing face representations for
attribute classification may have been learned during training of CNNs for other
tasks, e.g. face classification. In other words, the Off-The-Shelf (OTS) networks
(CNNs trained beforehand for other tasks) would be also promising for face at-
tribute prediction; building dedicated end-to-end CNN solutions can be avoided.
The following part will introduce how we verified our intuition and give concrete
answers to the target question through empirical explorations by transferring face
classification CNNs to the novel face attribute prediction task.

2 Our Solution

2.1 Overview

At the time of writing this thesis, the CNNs have been a popular tool to handle
the face attribute prediction problem. Among the existing solutions, the most
common way is to train an end-to-end CNN from scratch and utilize the high-level
abstraction of the networks to represent faces [26, 74, 29].

Although building end-to-end CNNs has been a widely adopted approach, it is
also tenable to consider other potential and more efficient solutions due to the two
sustainability drawbacks of end-to-end solutions: high data annotation cost and low
training efficiency. Above all, training CNNs from scratch takes a significant amount
of time — usually several weeks with a high-end GPU. This is because the training
needs to go over the whole training set for many times. The computational efficiency
for training deep neural networks is generally quite low currently. Second, building
CNNs in such a way often demands a large labeled training dataset. But collecting
massive face images and annotating face attribute labels are rather tedious and
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costly (e.g. in the CelebA dataset1 the total number of labels reached about 800k).
Collecting sufficient and balanced training instances for each class sometimes is not
possible either, consequently one might have to handle unbalanced classes carefully
when training classifiers.

It is known that a CNN constructs discriminative features by gradually “distill-
ing” the low-level visual features into mid-level representations and high-level ab-
stractions; these intermediate hierarchical representations become more and more
discriminative along the network for its training objective [43]. This means that if a
CNN has been trained for face classification it has learned how to derive discrimina-
tive high-level abstraction at the output layer from face appearances. At the same
time, it also has learned the knowledge of how to describe faces in the mid-layers
and how to discard distracting factors from the mid-level representations.

Naturally, this makes building end-to-end networks and using high-level ab-
straction to represent faces being a sub-optimal choice for face attribute prediction.
This is due to the fact that most attributes are descriptive — they depict the sta-
tus of local facial components (color, shape etc.), whereas high-level abstraction is
merely a vector (1 × n dimensional), it is not favorable for preserving the spatial
information valuable for describing face attributes. If one employs face classifica-
tion CNNs for estimating face attributes, it is significant to know that such spatial
information is removed from the high-level abstraction when it is irrelevant for face
classification2. Therefore, although fine-tuning the high-level abstraction of a CNN
towards the face attribute prediction task may improve its utility of representing
face attributes (as the state-of-the-art solution [29] ), it is more interesting to study
how to employ the CNN features at different levels to represent faces for predicting
face attributes.

We believe that even a general face classification CNN can still be a promising
alternative to address the face attribute prediction task, and the high-level CNN
features are not the best way to represent faces for face attribute prediction. Due
to the aforementioned considerations, we made some novel attempts to solve the
attribute prediction problem by using OTS CNN features.

2.2 Employing off-the-shelf intermediate deep features

In our experiments, we used the pre-trained CNNs for face classification to address
the face attribute prediction task. These networks had OTS architectures and
were trained by the publicly available data (WebFace dataset). Using these OTS
resources can not only benefit from the latest network design, but also facilitate
replicating the empirical results.

Our focus was on studying how to employ the knowledge of constructing face
representations, learned by face classification CNNs, for estimating the face at-
tributes. In other words, CNNs we used were trained beforehand and they were

1http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html
2Here face classification is based on the identity.

http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html
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independent of the target task — face attribute prediction; we focused on feature
construction and intended to study how to achieve an efficient transfer by using the
OTS representations in a novel face attribute predicting problem.

As we were the first who tried to tackle the face attribute prediction problem
in a different “training-free” manner3, we asked and studied a series of questions:

1. Can intermediate representations be better than the high-level abstraction?

Paper D compared the prediction performance between the highest-level inter-
mediate CNN representations4 and the high-level abstractions from different CNN
architectures. The results indicated that the utility of the intermediate convolu-
tional representations was rather promising for face attribute prediction: even with-
out extra fine-tuning, using the intermediate OTS representations can also achieve
totally comparable performance to the state-of-the-art end-to-end Deep Learning
solutions. These results naturally promoted us to pursue an underlying question in
Paper E:

2. What representations suit for describing face attributes best? Would features
from earlier convolutional layers be more effective for face attribute estima-
tion?

In Paper E, we employed an OTS CNN architecture — Google’s FaceNet NN.1
— and explored the prediction power of the features along the CNN. By leveraging
the best performing features for different attributes, we achieved the state-of-the-art
with a big performance margin to the previous best approach. We showed that the
intermediate representations were more effective than the high-level abstraction for
the target face attribute prediction task. Finally, in Paper F, to provide technical
endorsement to the results in our previous work, we further studied:

3. What are the key factors enabled such a superior prediction performance?

In Paper F, we identified the factors that enabled the transferability of the OTS
CNNs from face classification to face attribute prediction. In addition, we have also
studied how accurate a face verification could be when merely using the predicted
attributes, which may pave the way for our future face identification research.

3 Findings

In this chapter, our target question is how to predict the human describable face
attributes from faces captured in the wild. We utilized the OTS CNNs to construct
face representations. The empirical results have highlighted that:

3“Training” here refers to training/optimizing networks for the target face attribute prediction
task.

4The output of the last convolutional layer.
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1. An efficient and effective approach to estimate face attributes: Instead of
using the high-level representations from especially built end-to-end CNNs,
we have demonstrated that the OTS intermediate representations are rather
effective for describing the face attributes. Even without any tuning toward
the target task, the OTS representations can still achieve the state-of-the-art
result in the most recent benchmarks.

2. A novel way of knowledge transfer: Transferring the deep models across dif-
ferent domains and questions is an important and interesting topic in machine
learning. Here, rather than building dedicated CNNs, we show that one can
transfer the knowledge of composing face representations, learned by the OTS
models, by leveraging the hierarchical OTS representations in the novel task.

3. The significance of intermediate deep representations: Compared to [43], our
approach has proved the significant utility of the mid-level representations
in describing the shape and status of face components. This can intuitively
inspire novel ideas in objection and pattern classification: as in [71], one can
employ the hierarchical mid-level representations accordingly to boost the
performance of the desired goal.





Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusion

This thesis covers two important face recognition problems — face identification
and face attribute prediction. They were addressed by two different approaches.

1. To identify faces in controlled scenarios, we proposed the Block Matching
approach — a learning-free algorithm — to explicitly match faces through
RGB pixels and to leverage the raw Gabor phase codes for effective face
identification.

2. To predict the face attributes of faces in the wild, we employed a very promis-
ing machine learning approach —Deep Learning — and achieved accurate at-
tribute prediction through an efficient knowledge transfer from CNNs trained
for face classification.

This chapter summarizes our research findings, highlights the contributions and
provides potential future work.

1 Main Findings and Conclusions

Some findings and conclusions are summarized here based on the research carried
out in this thesis. Interestingly, these conclusions differ from the well accepted
“common sense” in face recognition, but they form the contributions of my research
work.

1.1 Identifying faces in controlled scenarios:

1. Do face features matter?
In our approach, instead of using any engineered feature, we employed the
Block Matching method for face identification in controlled scenarios. Com-
parative experiments show that it is as equally effective as many other ap-
proaches using the engineered features, which therefore implies that hand-
crafted face features are not important. This is because when identifying
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faces in controlled scenarios, a big challenge is caused by poses and expres-
sions, which further cause texture shift. Our Block Matching handles the
texture shift caused by poses and expressions, therefore, the visual correspon-
dence can be leveraged explicitly through pixels or raw Gabor phase codes.

2. Is “Blessing of dimensionality” a must-have ingredient?
By using our Block Matching approach with simply a pair of Gabor filters,
one can achieve a very efficient feature construction and face matching using
raw Gabor phase codes. The recognition accuracy is entirely comparable to,
and even better than the state-of-the-art approaches which construct features
using 40 Gabor filters. This means that the dimensionality is not the key
for identifying faces in controlled scenarios; as long as the texture shift is
handled, one can employ face representations of a lower dimensionality but
still achieve a high identification performance.

3. Learning or not learning?
With the metric provided by our Block Matching approach, our performance is
entirely comparable to the other approaches with learned components. There-
fore, training machine learning components using a small dataset makes not
much sense.

1.2 Predicting face attributes in the wild:

1. Can Off-the-Shelf (OTS) networks be better than the end-to-end solutions?
We used the conventional face detector and OTS CNNs as the feature ex-
tractor to construct face representations. Linear classifiers were applied to
the yielded representations for attribute prediction. Our experimental re-
sults showed that the high-level intermediate features can be more effective
than the state-of-the-art end-to-end solutions, and they also feature better
computational efficiency.

2. Are high-level abstractions always the best option?
High-level abstractions have been widely used in many types of computer
vision and pattern recognition tasks. Our empirical results demonstrated that
mid-level deep features can be more suitable than the high-level abstractions
for the tasks relying more on the descriptive representations, such as in the
recently proposed object detection solution [71].

The key factor behind these findings is the “transferability” of the OTS CNN
representations. The CNNs trained for a source task may have learned how to
construct favorable representations for a potential novel task, therefore, the OTS
representations can be transferred directly to the novel task without extra training
of the network.
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2 Contributions

The technical contributions in face recognition algorithms are as follows:

1. Block Matching: A learning free approach that elastically matches the face
patches and weights the patch-wise distance values using only the two faces
being matched. This algorithm works rather good for face identification in
controlled scenarios.

2. Leveraging Gabor phase through Block Matching: Combining with our Block
Matching, only 2 Gabor filters and a 16-ray PSK demodulator are enough to
produce useful phase representation for face identification. Raw phase codes
are matched explicitly through our Block Matching approach and the accuracy
is totally comparable to and even better than the state-of-the-art. The value
of Gabor phase is demonstrated through the Block Matching approach.

3. Off-the-Shelf (OTS) mid-level representations are significant: By employing
OTS mid-level representations, we achieved an error rate reduction of more
than 20% on the most recent and largest CelebA dataset — this is currently the
best result. The spatial information carried by the mid-level representations
can greatly improve recognition accuracy. The OTS mid-level representa-
tions are even more effective than the high-level abstractions from the target
task orientated end-to-end networks. Using OTS networks also significantly
reduced the training effort.

4. Transfer knowledge in CNNs to novel tasks: The network we used to address
the face attribute prediction (target task) is an OTS network trained for
face recognition (source task). The OTS network has learned the knowledge
of constructing useful face representations for the target task. Therefore, a
feature selection approach is enough to achieve an efficient transfer of such
knowledge learned from the source task to the target task.

Deep Learning is a “data-hunger” machine learning technique. It is not rea-
sonable to expect clean and large-scale labeled training data for novel tasks
all the time. This dilemma highlights the importance of transferring the
knowledge learned by the pre-trained models to novel domain problems.

5. Identifying the key factors for accurate face attribute prediction: For the in-
termediate representations from convolutional layers, the activation pattern
plays a significant role for the prediction accuracy. The impact of the activa-
tion pattern gradually increases along the network. Thus, one can propose a
reasonable trade-off between the memory footprint and the attribute classifi-
cation performance based on our work.
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3 Future work

Though face recognition is a well-established research topic which has been studied
for decades, there are still many more open technical questions which need further
research. These open questions include the research methodology, empirical and
theoretical investigations, system design, and algorithm development.

Feature learning: As one of the most important topics for any pattern recogni-
tion system, learning discriminative face representation is always the core for face
recognition. To this end, Deep learning has been the most effective tool for dis-
criminative feature learning. Future research directions could be in constructing
compact training data set to bring up the training efficiency and in the design of
novel training objectives to expedite the training of deep neural networks.

Novel face recognition approach which fuses multiple probe information: Cur-
rently, a single face image is used as input for face recognition systems. As a single
face media is just an instance of the face, it is easily affected by arbitrary ambient
conditions. To promote a higher recognition accuracy, it is worth exploring novel
types of probe faces which fuse multiple information (e.g. morphing multiple face
shots into a new probe). In other words, the innovations in the research method-
ology (i.e. problem definition, algorithm development approach etc.) would be an
important aspect for the development of face recognition in the Deep Learning era.

Transferring the learned knowledge between different domains: As shown in our
work, the OTS face classification CNNs are rather effective in a novel face attribute
prediction task. Thus, finding efficient ways of yielding useful face representations
for different purposes would be attractive to promote face recognition practice for
novel tasks. Ultimately, breaking the Deep Learning black box and providing the
theoretical endorsement that explains the effectiveness of Deep Learning would lead
to a fundamental breakthrough in face recognition and artificial intelligence.
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Is Block Matching an Alternative Tool to LBP for Face Recognition?

Yang Zhong Haibo Li

Abstract

In this paper, we introduce the Block Matching (BM) as an alternative
patch-based local matching approach for solving the face recognition prob-
lem. The Block Matching enables an image patch of the probe face image to
search for its best matching from displaced positions in the gallery face image.
This matching strategy is very effective for handling spatial shift between two
images and it is radically different from that of the widely used LBP type
patch-based local matching approaches. Our evaluations on the FERET and
CMU-PIE databases show that the performance of this simple method is well
comparable (superior) to that of the popular LBP approach. We argue that
the Block Matching could provide face recognition a new approach with more
flexible algorithm architecture. One can expect that it could lead to much
higher performance when combining with other feature extraction techniques,
like Gabor wavelet and deep learning.

1 Introduction

Face recognition as an important biometric technology has been intensively studied
for more than two decades. Driven by the successive competitions and vendor
tests [1], the face recognition technology has been continuously improved. For
high quality frontal images, the recognition errors have been halved every 2 years
as more sophisticated algorithms are developed [2]. However, such advancement
is restricted to the application scenarios where the face images are captured in
controlled environments. Face recognition in the wild is still very challenging and
seen as unsolved. This calls for more innovations in face recognition solutions.

The core problem of face recognition is matching a probe image to a gallery
image. The matching solutions can be generally classified as holistic matching
methods and local matching methods [3]. The holistic methods match faces using
the whole image as features, such as EigenFace [4] and FisherFace [5]. The local
methods segment face images into smaller patches and measure the similarity patch
by patch using different feature descriptors. Due to clear advantages over holistic
methods [6], the local matching methods have dominated face recognition in the
recent years.
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The local matching methods can be further classified as patch(region)-based or
component-based methods, which divide images into local regions or by face com-
ponents. The region-based approaches generally outperform the component-based
ones since they better exploit the discriminative power from facial geometric con-
figuration and shape. Among the region-based methods, the Local Binary Pattern
(LBP)[7] has been demonstrated very effective utilizing the micro facial pattern for
face recognition. As a block operation extracting patterns from local image regions,
the LBP has been widely used in many face recognition algorithms [8][9]. Thanks
to the so-called blessing of dimensionality, the combination of the Gabor feature
and the LBP (or its variants) has become a must-have core algorithm architecture
for most face recognition approaches.

However, there are two drawbacks with the LBP method. First, the LBP can
hardly handle spatial shift between two images; it requires “perfect” alignment be-
tween face images. In addition, the LBP is inadequate to handle the non-monotonic
illumination changes [3]. Although Gabor phase is suggested to compensate such
drawback [10], it is very sensitive to spatial shift. Gabor phase is hard to be explic-
itly exploited if the corresponding image patches are not well aligned. To perform
alignment between image patches, we need alternative block operations for face
recognition.

In this paper, we introduce the Block Matching, a well-known concept that has
been widely adopted in almost all video compression standards [11], to face recogni-
tion. Our research question is: whether Block Matching is an alternative framework
to LBP for face recognition. Recall that the LBP was originally an effective texture
analysis tool before it was applied to face recognition problems. Can we have a
similar story: the Block Matching, an effective tool used in image coding, can also
be applied to face recognition? If so, it could be a novel engineering solution for
face recognition since the Block Matching scheme has been commercially used in
almost all video compression solutions. In this paper, we will investigate if and how
the Block Matching can be used in face recognition.

In the following sections, we first briefly review some related patch-based meth-
ods in Section 2. Then we introduce our Block Matching method in Section 3. The
evaluations of our method are conducted in Section 4 with conclusions followed in
the last section.

2 Related Work

The basic operation for local based methods is to divide a face image into regions
and extracting features from each block individually. Many types of feature descrip-
tors and similarity metrics are suitable for local region based methods. We briefly
review the Homogenous texture, Texton Histograms, LBP [7] and Local Derivative
Pattern (LDP) [12] in this section.

The Homogenous texture is computed by filtering face image with Gabor filters
and calculating the mean and the standard deviation of frequency response; L1
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distance is used as the similarity metric after vector normalization [13]. Texture
histograms are formed by the histograms of the texton model at each pixel of the
local patch with chi square statistics as similarity metric.

The LBP operator labels pixels by thresholding the circular neighborhood at
each pixel position and treating the binary results as a number. The histogram
of the labels represents each local region and the face images can be represented
by concatenated local histograms. The chi square distance is used for the inter
person similarity metric. The LDP exploits more discriminative information by
extracting high-order pattern from local blocks and forming the concatenated LDP
histograms. Histogram intersection is used for similarity measurement. Experiment
results show that the LDP performance is better than that of the LBP, which only
extracts first-order circular derivative pattern.

3 Block Matching for Face Recognition

3.1 The Block Matching method

Despite the diverse feature descriptors and similarity metrics, the existing local
based methods share a common block operation strategy: local regions of one
image are only mechanically matched to those centered at the same location on the
other image. This means that after image alignment, by default, the patches at
the corresponding locations are seen as the best match. Such matching strategy
might be effective to compare two frontal faces with different head shapes. But it
can be expected that due to the movement of facial components or head pose, the
patches at corresponding positions would correspond to different face regions. As
in Fig.2 of [3], the mouth could locate either in different positions of a cell or even
another cell. Such mismatching needs to be compensated by feature extractors and
classifiers; otherwise, it will negatively impact on the recognition performance.

The solution we introduce in this paper employs another method: we perform
face matching using the Block Matching scheme. As in Figure 2, the probe image
P is first separated into N non-overlapping patches and each patch Pn(n ∈ N) is
matched to all the equal-size candidate patches that can be segmented within the
search window in the gallery image G, noted as: Gn = {Gn,1, · · · , Gn,M}, where
M = (2R+ 1)× (2C + 1). R and C are the maxima of the vertical and horizontal
matching offset in pixel. Then the patch-wise matching error Dn between Pn and
Gn is calculated as:

Dn = ‖norm(Pn)− norm(Gn)‖2 , (1)

where the normalization function is defined as,

norm(•) = (•)−mean(•)
std(•) . (2)

Figure 2 (middle) illustrates a matched face image using the Block Matching method.
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Figure 1: The Block Matching scheme.

Figure 2: Block Matching example: when the left image is matched to the right
image, its patches are indeed matched to the corresponding patches of the the
middle image, which is formed by the patch from the right image at the locations
giving the lowest matching error to the left image.

Normally, the similarity between images are measured by either feature com-
bination or classifier combination. In our Block Matching approach, feature com-
bination by concatenating the patch-wise distances is taken. It can be expected
that some patches are more useful than others for discriminating faces (since they
contain discriminative texture, e.g. scar, mole, nasolabial folds, etc.) and such dis-
tinctiveness depends on a specific probe-gallery pair. Therefore, the patch-wise
distances need to be normalized before concatenation.

As illustrated in Figure 3, where two probe patches are matched to the same
gallery image, a simple normalization process is applied to calculate the image-
wise distance: the patch-wise distance vector (matching error) Dn is first sorted in
ascending order, noted as D̂n, linear least-square fitting is then applied to first 5
values of D̂n to obtain the slope kn. The (preliminary) normalization factor sn of
each patch-wise distance is calculated as:

sn = kn/dn, dn = min(Dn). (3)

It is then normalized to ŝn as : ŝn = sn/
∑N

1 sn, so that the normalized distance
of a probe-gallery image pair is:
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Figure 3: The normalization procedure of patch-wise distance.

distP,G =
N∑
1

(dn · ŝn). (4)

3.2 Semantic-weighted Block Matching

The psychophysical studies and automatic face recognition tests have shown that
different facial components impact the recognition performance differently [3][14].
Thus, the recognition performance would be further boosted if certain patches are
weighted semantically. This process can be performed simply by multiplying each
normalized patch-wise distance with normalized spatial weight factor wn as:

distWP,G =
N∑
1

(wn · dn · ŝn), (5)

which gives the weighted recognition accuracy in the following experiments.

4 Experiments and Results

Rather than developing a complete face recognition solution, the goal of this paper
is to study if the Block Matching is a promising technique for local region based
face recognition. Thus, even if the more challenging databases are available, such as
the FRGC [1] and LFW [15] databases, we focus on the evaluations on the FERET
[16] and CMU-PIE [17], since they have been used for benchmarking different types
of local based methods with quite extensive research and results available in the
literature.

The FERET and CMU-PIE databases include variations in terms of illumina-
tion, pose, expressions, and aging in the face images. In our experiments, all the
images were first normalized based on the locations of the eyes, and the facial areas
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Figure 4: Rank-1 Racognition Rates in ‘Dup2’ set with different block size and
matching offset settings.

are cropped to the size of 122× 111(Height×Width) pixels. The Block Matching
method is applied directly on the gray scale images after filtered by a noise-removing
Gaussian filter (kernel size = 3× 3, with std. = 0.6).

4.1 Comparative evaluations on the FERET database

On the FERET database, the gallery set and the probe sets specified by the stan-
dard testing protocol are faithfully used in the evaluations. There are 1196 frontal
images in the gallery set, 1195 images with different expressions form the probe set
‘Fa’, 194 images with illumination variations form the probe set ‘Fc’, 722 images
taken in later time form the ‘Dup1’ set, and 234 images taken at least 1 year later
than the gallery set form the most difficult ‘Dup2’ set. 10 random subsets (with 10
training image in each subset) of the FERET training set are selected to train the
semantic weight factors. The training method is the same as in [7].

We first perform a pilot test in the ‘Dup2’ to study how the recognition accuracy
differs from different block sizes and matching offsets. The results are shown in
Figure 4, where the block size of 14 × 12 with 3-pixel matching offset in vertical
and horizontal directions gives the highest recognition accuracy. This parameter
setting is applied to the evaluations in all the FERET probe sets. Our results are
listed in Table 1 with other comparative methods.

Although the matching parameters are not best tuned, our Block Matching
method shows an obvious advantage over other methods in the hardest ‘Dup2’
set: the accuracy of the unweighted Block Matching is comparable to that of the
weighted LBP. Even if the parameters applied to all the probe sets are only tuned
for ‘Dup2’, the Block Matching still performs comparable to other methods. It
is safe to conclude that the Block Matching is a very promising block operation
scheme that is comparable to other LBP type methods. Besides, it is quite likely
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Table 1: Comparative rank-1 recognition rates of Block
Matching with other methods on the FERET database.

Method Fb Fc Dup1 Dup2

Texton Histogram [18] 97% 28% 59% 21%
Unweighted LBP [18] 93% 51% 61% 50%
Weighted LBP [18] 97% 79% 66% 64%
LDP 2nd-order ∗ 92% 82% 60% 53%
LDP 3rd-order ∗ 90% 88% 63% 61%
LDP 4th-order ∗ 97% 80% 57% 53%

Block Matchingunweighted 93% 83% 66% 64%
Weighted Block Matching 95% 91% 68% 77%
∗The recognition rates are estimated from Fig. 7a in [12].

that the accuracy of the weighted Block Matching can be further improved using
other training strategies, but the weighting strategy is not our major concern in
this paper.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the current LBP type methods only match the
blocks of different images located at the same position, which is a special case of
Block Matching when R and C are set to 0 (noted as ‘Zero Offset Matching’). To
demonstrate how much recognition performance gain is obtained from the intro-
duction of the Block Matching scheme compared to the ‘Zero Offset matching’, the
mean cumulative matching curves of all the probe sets on the FERET database
are drawn in Figure 5. We observe that more than 25% performance gain over the
current LBP type matching scheme is obtained in rank-1 accuracy by employing
the Block Matching scheme. It shows that the Block Matching is a powerful tool for
improving the patch-wise matching, and it is quite promising for face recognition
tasks.

4.2 Comparative evaluations on the CMU-PIE database

Further comparative experiments are also conducted on the CMU-PIE database,
which contains a large amount of face images varying in pose, illumination and
expressions. We select images with Pose Label 05, 07, 09, 27, and 29 under 21
illuminations (Flash 2 to 22) of all the 68 persons as the probe set. To be consistent
with the experiments in the previous subsection, the training method of semantic
weight factors and other parameters are kept the same. Table 1 compares our
results with the LBP and LDP methods.

Without any parameter study on the CMU-PIE database, our Block Matching
method is still comparable to the LBP and LDP approaches. The results confirm
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Figure 5: Mean cumulative matching curves of Block Matching vs. Zero Offset
matching on the FERET database (Block size: 14× 12, R=3, C=3).

Table 2: Comparative rank-1 recognition rates of Block Matching with LBP and
LDP on the CMU-PIE database.

Method Accuracy

LBP ∗ 58%
LDP 2nd-order ∗ 58%
LDP 3rd-order ∗ 61%
LDP 4th-order ∗ 50%

Block Matchingunweighted 60%1

Weighted Block Matching 66%1

∗ The recognition rates are estimated from Fig. 12a in [12].
1 Higher rates are found by using other parameter settings.

again that the Block Matching is rather effective and well comparable to the LBP
type methods. We also found that the effective parameter settings of our Block
Matching method in general has low computational complexity. And the com-
plexity problem to the Block Matching scheme could be mitigated by encoding the
probe patches using Vector Quantization (VQ) techniques. In that case, the on-line
computation could be avoided.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a novel approach, the Block Matching, into face recog-
nition. Featuring a different way of matching the local image patches, the Block
Matching as a flexible framework, has demonstrated to be a very promising algo-
rithm architecture for face recognition, and is well comparable to the LBP type
methods. Furthermore, the Block Matching has such a flexible framework that it
even can work with the LBP. It can be expected that more powerful face recognition
solutions can be built by combining the Block Matching with Gabor wavelet and
deep learning.
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Leveraging Gabor Phase for
Face Identification in Controlled Scenarios

Yang Zhong Haibo Li

Abstract

Gabor features have been widely employed in solving face recognition
problems in controlled scenarios. To construct discriminative face features
from the complex Gabor space, the amplitude information is commonly pre-
ferred, while the other one — the phase — is not well utilized due to its
spatial shift sensitivity. In this paper, we address the problem of face recog-
nition in controlled scenarios. Our focus is on the selection of a suitable sig-
nal representation and the development of a better strategy for face feature
construction. We demonstrate that through our Block Matching scheme Ga-
bor phase information is powerful enough to improve the performance of face
identification. Compared to state of the art Gabor filtering based approaches,
the proposed algorithm features much lower algorithmic complexity. This is
mainly due to our Block Matching enables the employment of high defini-
tion Gabor phase. Thus, a single-scale Gabor frequency band is sufficient for
discrimination. Furthermore, learning process is not involved in the facial
feature construction, which avoids the risk of building a database-dependent
algorithm. Benchmark evaluations show that the proposed learning-free algo-
rithm outperforms state-of-the-art Gabor approaches and is even comparable
to Deep Learning solutions.

1 Introduction

Face recognition (FR) is a well established research area and it has been studied
for more than two decades [36, 2, 38, 1, 49, 39, 6, 34]. Typically, face recogni-
tion works in two essentially different modes: face verification or face identification
under either in controlled scenarios or in the wild. Face verification performs 1:1
matching and provides a binary decision to the claimed identity. Face verification
in controlled scenarios has reached a rather high accuracy [12]. To tackle face ver-
ification in uncontrolled scenarios, many approaches have been proposed for more
effective alignment [4, 42, 7], utilization of different types of feature representations
[21, 8, 1] and matching metric for comparing faces [13, 27, 19]. Driven by innova-
tion in Deep Learning approaches, face verification performance has been greatly
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advanced in recent years. By learning from big data, end-to-end artificial networks
can outperform human on challenging verification tasks, e.g., the Labeled Face in
the Wild [15], [14, 34, 32, 28].

In contrast, face identification is more difficult. It performs 1:N matching to
sort out the gallery images based on pair wise similarity measurements. Obviously,
the operating requirement of face identification is vastly more demanding than op-
erating merely in verification: an identifier needs to be roughly N times better than
a verifier to achieve comparable odds against making false matches [10]. This is
probably why progress in face identification has been relatively insignificant over
the last five years. Though the proposed face identification approaches have be-
come increasingly complex, recognition performance according to the benchmark
evaluations remained relatively constant [40, 41, 3, 5]. To make a breakthrough in
face identification, it seems we must revisit the foundation of face recognition, and
have a fresh look at the fundamental building blocks of face recognition.

A most fundamental building block of face recognition is construction of fea-
tures for measuring similarity between two face images. The construction of features
consists of two steps: (1) the selection of a suitable face representation; (2) feature
extraction from the representation. There is a large collection of research papers
on how to extract stable, local or global discriminative features, e.g., the commonly
used SIFT [21], HOG [8], and LBP [1]. Recently, these features have been crit-
icized as “hand-crafted”. It has been claimed that better features can be learned
automatically from big face data collections through Deep Learning approaches as
in [14, 34, 32].

While Deep Learning solutions generally have significant performance advan-
tages over conventional approaches, the dependence on access to very large training
datasets, the knowledge of designing delicate hand-crafted artificial neural network
and careful engineering is considerable. This indicates that the learned network
could bias (or likely overfit) to the training data; to adapt well to novel tasks, suffi-
cient data for fine tuning or even the construction of additional components in the
learned architecture is often a must [24] (we demonstrate this in the last section).
It is also worth nothing that Deep Learning solutions are generally computational
demanding: typically the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) involves millions
of parameters. Thus, although we believe a well tuned deep neural network is
a most effective FR solution (e.g., for FR in the wild), in many scenarios where
users are cooperative and environments are controlled, it is often worth to consider
efficient and effective solutions depending on much shallower networks. Consider-
ing this, it is tenable to revisit one of the most widely adopted approaches, Gabor
transformation, which paved the way for face representation in controlled scenarios.

The Gabor transformation enables the employment of rich low-level multi-scale
features by transforming images from pixel domain to the complex Gabor space.
In the complex Gabor transformed space, one reasonable option for many state-of-
the-art approaches was to utilize the amplitude for face representation and feature
construction. This is because the amplitude varies slowly with spatial shift, mak-
ing it robust to texture variations caused by dynamic expressions and imprecise
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alignment. By constructing LBP-type features mostly from the amplitude and
applying various learning techniques, many Gabor based approaches have shown
remarkable advantages over pixel-featured based methods: the identification rate
in benchmark evaluations has been found to be improved by more than 20% (reach-
ing around 90%) thanks to the “blessing of dimensionality” [12] ( but at the high
cost of computational efficiency [22, 5]). Now the question is how to achieve face
identification rates in the range from 90% to 95% or even higher. In this paper we
argue that leveraging Gabor phase could enable such performance improvement for
face identification.

The Gabor phase is robust to light change and indeed has been well-known that
phase is more important than amplitude for signal reconstruction [23]. Gabor phase
should have played a more important role in face identification. However, use of
Gabor phase in face recognition is far from common and it has often been unsuc-
cessful with worse or nearly the same performance as the amplitude in comparative
experiments [11, 47, 40, 3]. This is largely due to two challenging issues: (1) Gabor
phase is a periodic function and a hard quantization occurs for every period; (2)
it is very sensitive to spatial shift [38, 47], which imposes a rigid requirement on
face image alignment. The first issue was partly solved by introducing the phase-
quadrant demodulation technique [9], but the second issue is still far from being
solved. The state-of-the-art Gabor phase approach (LGXP [40]) extracts varied
LBP from the phase spectrum. Since the combination of the phase and LBP is also
sensitive to spatial shift, the power of Gabor phase was not demonstrated in face
identification.

In this work, we propose a method that merely leverages the power of Gabor
phase to address the problem of face identification in controlled scenarios. We
apply a slim filter bank of only two Gabor filters to extract the Gabor phase infor-
mation and perform explicit matching on the quantized phase map via our Block
Matching scheme [48]. Different from other elastic matching schemes, the Block
Matching scheme not only cancels the patch-wise spatial shift in phase map but
also simultaneously evaluates the patch-wise utility during the learning-free match-
ing process. Combining the matching scheme with phase codewords enables the
exploitment of high-difinition phase information (4 times higher than [40]) from
only 2 Gabor filters. Thus, the proposed approach can significantly bring up the
algorithmic efficiency without sacrificing the recognition accuracy. Further more,
it is totally comparable to those state of the art Gabor solutions and even CNN
based solutions.

The disposition of our paper is as follows: we first briefly review the related
Gabor based and CNN based solutions in Section 2; our approach is then described
in Section 3 followed by comparative experiments presented in Section 4. We further
compare the performance between our approach and CNN architectures in Section
5, where we discuss our work as a whole and offer our conclusions.
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2 Related Work

In this section, we first describe the Gabor representation and then review recent
Gabor based face recognition methods utilizing the Gabor amplitude or phase in
different ways.

In state-of-the-art face identification methods based on Gabor wavelet represen-
tations, there are two steps to construct features for identification. The first step is
to use Gabor filters for an optimal image representation. A Gabor face is obtained
by filtering a face image with the Gabor filter function, which is defined as:

ψu,v(z) = ‖ku,v‖
2

σ2 e(−‖ku,v‖2‖z‖2/2σ2)[eiku,vz − e−σ
2/2],

where u and v define the orientation and scale of the Gabor kernels respectively,
and the wave vector is defined as:

ku,v = kve
iφu ,

where kv = kmax/f
v, φu = uπ/8; kmax is the maximum frequency, σ is the relative

width of the Gaussian envelop, and f is the spacing factor between kernels in the
frequency domain [20]. The discrete filter bank of 5 different spatial frequencies
(v ∈ [0, · · · , 4]) and 8 orientations (u ∈ [0, · · · , 7]) is mostly exploited to filter face
images to facilitate multi-scale analysis for face recognition.

From the Gabor face representation, we then need to form face features for
identification. The most popular way is to extract the LBP type patterns from the
complex Gabor transformed image. As in [46], the LGBP feature is extracted from
the amplitude spectrum. In [45] and [40], 4-ray phase-quadrant demodulator is
applied to demodulate the phase from each of the complex Gabor coefficients, and
local binary phase descriptors are subsequently generated from the demodulated
phase spectrum. Dimension reduction can also be used for feature construction.
As in [40], FLD is applied to form local Gabor features. Besides, face identification
can be built on other types of local representations, exemplified as GOM [5] and
SLF [41].

Fusing other features that are independent of the local Gabor features can also
lead to better performance: [35, 31, 45] fuses the global (holistic) features with local
ones at feature level; [40] proposes fusion of Gabor phase and amplitude on the score
and feature levels; [5] fuses real, imaginary, amplitude and phase. Alternatively,
attaching an illumination normalization step and weighting the local Gabor features
is shown to be helpful as well [3].

Another face representation trend is to utilize comparatively and/or exclusively
trained CNNs to learn discriminative metrics and features.With recently launched
hardware platforms [16, 37] and especially public accessible large-scale dataset [43],
developing deep learning based face recognition approaches becomes feasible with
less resources. Many deep network architectures have been proposed as in [28, 24,
43].
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3 The Gabor Phase Block Matching Approach

In this section, we first introduce the philosophy of our proposed approach in Sub-
section 3.1, and then describe the signal representation selected for our approach
and the details of the approach in Subsection 3.2.

3.1 Overview

Repeatable features extracted from small face portions are known as good discrim-
inative traits for identifying persons. In addition, such local features are less likely
to be influenced than the holistic features by pose changes and facial expressions.
Thus, it is natural to divide face image into blocks and performs similarity mea-
surements between them.

Even if being different in how to construct local features from either Gabor am-
plitude or phase representation, state-of-the-art face recognition methods do share
a common implication: the spatially corresponding patches/features are the best
match (since matching is only performed between spatially corresponding features).
This implication is hardly true because of the movement of facial components, head
pose variablity and imprecise alignment, the spatially corresponding patches easily
become dislocated (see Fig. 2 in [49]). In addition, matching the spatially cor-
responding Gabor phase patches is even worse than comparing Gabor amplitude
patches since phase is very sensitive to spatial shift of facial textures. To handle
this problem, some solutions deploy elastic matching strategy to allow each seg-
mented patch of one image to search the best matching from spatially neighboring
locations on the other image. This has achieved better robustness to spatial shift
of the textures as in [18, 38, 13, 48].

It is not surprising that different facial area (blocks) have different utilities
for identifying people. For instance, patches containing eyes would have higher
discrimination power than other patches. But, it is also straightforward that the
discriminative patches could locate at any position on the face when matching
faces. This is because the discriminative features are totally matching-pair specific.
For example, patches from the cheek area with almost no texture would be useful
only when matched to a cheek patch has scar or a mole; it won’t contribute much
when matched to similar texture-less ones. Thus, to improve discrimination, it is
necessary to weight the corresponding features based on their utility.

In this work, we show how to use the Blocking Matching method [48] to construct
local face features and perform matching between best-matching features. Our
Block Matching scheme explicitly handle spatial shift between two patches, so that
high-definition 1 Gabor phase information can be maximally utilized and patch-wise
utility is evaluated on-line in the same matching process as well. We demonstrate
the combination of Gabor phase with the Blocking Matching is powerful in handling
the hard factors, like light, pose, facial expressions, and aging involved in face
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Figure 1: Gabor Phase Matching using the Block Matching Method.

identification tasks.

3.2 Algorithm

The matching process of our Gabor Phase Block Matching (GPBM) approach is
illustrated in Fig.1 and the details of the Block Matching searching scheme is shown
in Fig.2.

To match a gallery and a probe image, our GPBM approach consists of two steps.
In the first step, both probe and gallery face images are filtered using a Gabor filter
bank (in the following we show that a single-scale Gabor filter with two orientations
is sufficient in our approach). The filtered images are demodulated by a Gray-coded
Phase Shift Keying (PSK) demodulator for smooth phase quantization. In the
second step, we divide phase images into non-overlapping blocks. It is a natural
choice to employ such a block based approach since it is our way to construct
features. As mentioned in [40], the block (patch) based strategy is an effective tool
to handle the so called “curse of dimensionality” and has been proved to be an
effective tool in face recognition.

In our approach, the Block Matching method is used to form features for identi-
fication. The demodulated phase spectra are input to the Block Matching method
[48] to form features and calculate the the pair wise distance between a probe (pb)
image and a gallery (gl) image. Specifically (Step 2 of Fig. 1), we first segment the
probe phase spectrum into N non-overlapping patches and the patches {f (pb)

n }N−1
0

are simply formed by the raw phase codes of the patches. For each probe patch f (pb)
n

centered at image coordinate (xn, yn) (denoted as f (pb)(xn, yn)), it searches its best
matching block within the corresponding search window and yields a patch-wise

1Compared to approaches used quadratic phases, e.g., in [40].
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distance vector dn denoted as:

dn = {din}, i ∈ [0, L− 1] (1)

where L is the number of candidate gallery patches within the (2R+ 1)× (2C + 1)
search window, i.e. L = (2R+1) ·(2C+1) when applying full search method, R and
C stands for the searching offset in vertical and horizontal directions respectively.
Each element in dn is computed by performing an explicit matching over the raw
demodulated phase as:

din =
∥∥∥XOR(f (pb)(xn, yn), f (gl)(xi, yi))decimal

∥∥∥
2
, (2)

where the patch-wise distance metric is the l2-norm of element wise Humming
distance in decimal and f (gl)(xi, yi) denotes the patch that centered at image co-
ordinate (xi, yi) within the search window on the gallery face image so that,{

xi = xn + ∆x, ∆x ∈ [−C,C]
yi = yn + ∆y, ∆y ∈ [−R,R].

(3)

We then evaluate the patch-wise utility by applying linear regression to the
matching distance values. This is achieved by calculating the slope kn of the linear
fitting of the first 5 ascendingly sorted values of dn for normalization of the patch
wise distance for each patch, such that the normalization factor sn is calculated as:

sn = kn/d
∗
n, (4)

where d∗n = min(dn). sn is then normalized by its l1-norm as:

s∗n = sn/

N−1∑
n=0

sn. (5)

Finally, the distance between a matching pair of probe and gallery face image
is the weighted sum of d∗n as:

dist(pb,gl) =
N−1∑
n=0

s∗n · d∗n. (6)

It is noteworthy that 1) feature extraction is not carried out through the Block
Matching process; 2) the patch-wsie utility evaluation process is realized only based
on the two matching images at hand and learner is not involved.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Database Selection

There are a variety of large-scale datasets available for benchmark evaluation of
different face recognition approaches, such as the FERET [26], FRGC2.0[25] and
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Figure 2: Block Matching Scheme.

the LFW dataset. Since we focus on face recognition in controlled scenarios in
this paper, the FERET database — the most commonly used face identification
benchmark — is selected to evaluate and compare our method with state-of-the-art
face identification approaches. In addition, the CMU-PIE [29] dataset is selected
to evaluate our GPBM against variations of pose, expression and illumination.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Face images are first normalized (aligned) based on the positions of both eyes as in
[40]. A central facial area of 150 × 136 , which maintains the same height/width
ratio (1.1 : 1) as in [40, 44], is segmented from the face image and used for our
experiments.

Due to our Block Matching scheme, the Gabor phase information with a higher
definition can be utilized in our approach. We found that a single-scale Gabor filter
pair with two orientations is sufficient for face identification. In our implementation,
the selected Gabor filters have the following parameters: v = 0, u ∈ {2, 6}, f =

√
2,

kmax = π/2, σ = 2π.
One can see that the chosen Gabor filters have broad high-frequency coverage.

These high-frequency components correspond to facial texture variations and are
insensitive to the factors of lighting, pose, and aging. Accordingly, to retain high
phase definition and to be tolerant to potential phase change caused by texture
shift, a Gray-coded 16-PSK demodulator is used for phase demodulation and the
constellation is shown in Fig.2. Compared to the quadrature phase demodulation
used in [45, 40], 4 times the phase information can be utilized thanks to the employ-
ment of our block-matching approach. With Gabor phase information, the block
matching approach is used to form features for face identification.

4.3 Evaluations on the CMU-PIE database

The CMU-PIE database contains 41368 images of 68 subjects. Images with Pose
Label 05, 07, 09, 27, and 29 under 21 illuminations (Flash 2 to 22) of all the 68
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Figure 3: Phase codeword generator: 16-PSK demodulator constellation.

persons are selected as the probe set.

When applying the blocking matching method, the most important parameters
are the block size (H and W) and searching offset (R and C). We have conducted
a set of empirical tests over other datasets to select suitable parameters. We found
that it makes sense to divide a central facial area into 5×7 batches, which correspond
to semantic facial macro features, like eyes, nose, etc. Thus, for a facial area of
150× 136, a reasonable size of a block is 30× 20. In our implementation, we select
the block size of 29× 19 for convincing block searching (where we prefer the block
size with odd numbers). To have good coverage while keeping low computational
complexity, the searching offset is chosen as around 1

4 of the block size and we select
search offset of R = 7, C = 6 pixels in our experiments. To test how sensitive the
performance is to the selected parameters, we selected the first 2000 probe images
on the CMU-PIE to evaluate the performance with the chosen parameters and other
parameters randomly selected around them. The evaluation results are shown in
Fig. 3. From the test results one can see that the performance is rather insensitive
to the selection of parameters. Thus, in our experiments with both CMU-PIE and
FERET databases we used the chosen parameters.

We then conduct experiments on the CMU-PIE probe set and compare our
GPBM with G_LBP and G_LDP [44]. The G_LBP is the Gabor version LBP
and the G_LDP is a type of improved Gabor amplitude Local Binary Pattern.
The G_LDP achieved equivalent performance as LGXP (Gabor Phase pattern) on
the FERET evaluations so it is a good reference for comparison. The comparative
rank-1 recognition rates are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that our method is at
least 3% better than the G_LDP, even though LDP extract much more complicated
patterns than the LBP from the Gabor amplitude space. Utilizing the Gabor phase
in the Block Matching scheme is more effective in dealing with pose and illumination
changes than LBP-type patterns extracted from the Gabor amplitude space.
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Figure 4: Recognition rates under different parameters on PIE.

Table 1: Comparative rank-1 recognition rates of GPBM on the CMU-PIE
database.

Method Accuracy

G_LBP ∗ 71%
G_LDP 2nd-order ∗ 72%
G_LDP 3rd-order ∗ 79%
G_LDP 4th-order ∗ 74%

GPBM 82%
∗ The recognition rates are estimated from Fig. 12a in [44].

4.4 Evaluations on the FERET database

The FERET database contains 1196 frontal face images in the gallery set, 1195
images with different expressions in the probe set “Fa”, 194 images with illumination
variations in the probe set “Fc”, 722 images taken in later time in the “Dup1” set,
and 234 images taken at least 1 year later than the gallery set form the hardest
“Dup2” set. We faithfully follow the evaluation protocol of the FERET dataset.
The results of our GPBM with other approaches using Gabor-phase are listed in
Table 2.

From Table 2 one can see that in a fair comparison, when only Gabor phase is
utilized for matching, our GPBM is almost 12% better than LGXP on the hardest
“Dup2”; even in unfavorable comparisons, where pre-processing, training, and fusion
methods are exploited by LMGEW//LN+LGXP and S[LGBP Mag+LGXP], our
GPBM still excels. To our best knowledge, the method S[LGBP_ Mag+LGXP] —
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Table 2: Comparative rank-1 recognition rates of Gabor-phase based approaches
on the FERET database.

Method Fb Fc Dup1 Dup2

LGBP_Pha [47] 93% 92% 65% 59%
LGBP_Phaweighted [47] 96% 94% 72% 69%
HGPPweighted [45] 97.5% 99.5% 79.5% 77.8%
LGXP [40] 98% 100% 82% 83%
LGXP+BFLD [40] 99% 100% 92% 91%
S[LGBP_Mag+LGXP] [40] 99% 100% 94% 93%
LMGEW//LN+LGXP [3] 99.9% 100% 94.7% 91.9%

GPBM 99.4% 100% 95.3% 94.9%

aided by the Gabor amplitude and training procedures — is state-of-the-art Gabor
phase based method in terms of performance on the hardest FERET “Dup2”, and
our GPBM is entirely comparable.

We also further compare our GPBM with other state-of-the-art approaches
based on other techniques on the FERET in Table 3. From the table one can
see that all these approaches are based on Gabor features, which indicates the
Gabor filter is a very effective tool for signal representation. Our GPBM method
outperforms all the other approaches on the hardest “Dup2” set and it features
three advantages: 1) it enables high definition Gabor phase to be utilized for face
identification; 2) a single-scale Gabor filter with two orientations is sufficient to
generate an effective face image representation, with 1/20 of the computational
complexity of other methods that utilized 40 Gabor filters; 3) further to this, it
is not a learning-based face identification method and, therefore, promises good
generalization.

The computational complexity is always a big concern. From Table 4 in [22],
under the image size of 128 × 128 with a 5 × 8 Gabor filter bank, the histogram
extraction of LGBP takes around 0.45 seconds, S[LGBP_ Mag+LGXP] takes 0.99
seconds. Extracting GOM feature takes 0.7 seconds [5]. However, the “feature
extraction” time in our method is 0 seconds since only the raw phase is used for
matching; the demodulation is the only on-line computation of the probe face, thus,
it is extremely fast. Our Matlab implementation executes the matching of a face
pair in 0.05 second in average (Gabor filtering included) on a 3.4GHz Intel CPU. We
can therefore safely conclude that our GPBM outperforms the best Gabor-phase
based approach (S[LGBP_ Mag+LGXP]) in efficiency with a big margin and we
can also infer that the other methods in Table 3 could hardly be more efficient than
our GPBM due to higher image resolution, Gabor face dimensions, and additional
photometric processing. Here we should mention that our GPBM needs to run
block matching. Right now, we used an “exhaustive search” strategy. Since we
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have just a few blocks per probe image, matching is still fast. In future work, we
could also incorporate fast-search strategies from the video compression field to
speed up face matching.

5 Discussions and Conclusions

Before we conclude this paper, it would be interesting to investigate “How good
Deep Learning can be in face recognition in controlled scenarios?”. To answer this,
we trained several CNNs with well-known architectures of AlexNet [17], VGG-net
[30] and Google’s InceptionNet [33] and FaceNet [28]), and evaluated them on
the most difficult probe set “Dup2” of FERET database. For fair comparisons on
different architectures, layers after the last spatial pooling in our implementation
of the InceptionNet and the FaceNet were replaced by two concatenated Fully
Connected (FC) layers . We used WebFace dataset [43] to train our networks and
carefully fine tuned the trained nets afterwords with FERET gallery images.

To illustrate how architecture choice affects recognition performance, we inves-
tigated how the Rank-1 accuracy varies under different sizes of the FC layers. The
results are enlisted in Table 5. We can see that the architecture (length of FC)
does influence the recognition accuracy. On the one hand, explicitly inherit net-
works designed for other image classification tasks may not perform well in novel
face recognition tasks (compare the left column to the right); investigations on suit-
able deep feature representations must be made correspondingly ( here we found
that FC − 1024 is a good choice which is also verified by [24]). On the other hand,
the performance strongly correlates to architecture in general: even with FC−1024
the InceptionNet outperformed others. While it is not astonishing that some CNNs
outperformed the proposed approach for almost 4%, we can see that such advantage
is not statistically significant: the best CNN correctly identified 9 more probe faces
than our proposal which made 222 correct answers out of 234 probes on the “Dup2”
set. One can expect even higher accuracy from better CNN solutions, but under
limited conditions where CNN based solutions are not feasible (e.g., due to lack of
training data) the proposed method is still a good alternative due to its comparable
effectiveness and high efficiency.

The Gabor based solutions share a common limitation. They extract low level
features from image texture through a shallow filter bank (typically of 40 filter ker-
nels). When it comes to matching faces with dramatic texture changes, the features
are not “deep” enough to construct discriminative representations. This makes Ga-
bor based solutions unsuitable for face recognition in uncontrolled scenarios where
the CNN solutions, which build high-level features from low level Gabor-like filters,
demonstrated overwhelming advantages.

To conclude, we propose a plain approach to leverage the demodulated Gabor
phase for face identification based on the Block Matching method. The proposed
approach neither utilizes a large Gabor filter bank nor a training process. It only
depends on the signal representation from a single-scale Gabor filter pair to perform
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Table 4: Rank-1 accuracy of several well-known CNN architectures on FERET
Dup2 (Input image size to CNNs is 120× 120).

Architectures Length of the Last 2 FCs
FC-4096 FC-1024

AlexNet 91.9% 94.4%
VGG-13 layers 93.6% 94.9%
VGG-16 layers 93.2% 97.0%
InceptionNet 95.3% 98.7%
FaceNet 94.9% 98.3%

explicit matching over the raw Gabor phase spectrum.
Comparative experiments show that: 1) our approach features the highest ac-

curacy utilizing the Gabor phase for face recognition; 2) our approach retains very
low computational complexity yet with comparable performance to other state of
the art methods including Deep Learning methods when it works on face recogni-
tion in controlled scenarios. Our experiments demonstrate that our Block Matching
method is a powerful tool that can leverage the power of Gabor phase to boost the
face recognition performance.
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How Good Can a Face Identifier Be Without Learning

Yang Zhong Anders Hedman Haibo Li

Abstract

Constructing discriminative features is an essential issue in developing
face recognition algorithms. There are two schools in how features are con-
structed: hand-crafted features and learned features from data. A clear trend
in the face recognition community is to use learned features to replace hand-
crafted ones for face recognition, due to the superb performance achieved
by learned features through Deep Learning networks. Given the negative as-
pects of database-dependent solutions, we consider an alternative and demon-
strate that, for good generalization performance, developing face recognition
algorithms by using hand-crafted features is surprisingly promising when the
training dataset is small or medium sized. We show how to build such a
face identifier with our Block Matching method which leverages the power of
the Gabor phase in face images. Although no learning process is involved,
empirical results show that the performance of this “designed” identifier is
comparable (superior) to state-of-the-art identifiers and even close to Deep
Learning approaches.

1 Introduction

Automatic human face recognition is a well-defined research problem in the fields of
computer vision and pattern recognition. The technical core is to define a distance
to measure the similarity between two given face images X and Y . The simplest
way to define the distance is using the l2 metric on the whole raw images as:

d = ‖X − Y ‖2 . (1)

Besides l2 form, other forms like l0, l1, etc., are also widely used. A distance metric
is believed good if d is small when both X and Y are from the same person and large
when they are from two different persons (so-called small intra-personal variations
and large inter-personal variations). Unfortunately, it is hard to directly employ the
raw face images for similarity measurement in practice. This is because human face
images exhibit significant appearance variations in scale, pose, lighting, background,
hairstyle, clothing, expression, color saturation, image resolution, focus, etc., as
they occur in real world applications.
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To distinguish persons from their faces, a more effective and efficient way is to
represent face images using visual features so face images can be projected into a
feature space and classified. Then the similarity between two images X and Y is
measured with the following distance metric:

d =
∑
i

‖xi − yi‖2 , (2)

where xi and yi are features extracted from two face images X and Y .
The power of using features for face recognition comes from, not only the con-

struction of visual features, but importantly from the flexibility and possibility of
weighting visual features for classification. With weighting, the similarity is mea-
sured by calculating the distance metric:

d =
∑
i

wi ‖xi − yi‖2 , (3)

where wi is the weight received by feature i. The intuition of giving weights is that
for each face image point (in a high-dimension space) such a metric should make
face image points from the same person closer than points from different persons.

In face recognition, one of the most technically challenging issues is how to con-
struct suitable facial features for face classification. The facial features constructed
by conventional approaches are so-called “hand-crafted features”, i.e. features are
constructed mathematically or engineered. Commonly used mathematical tools in-
clude Wavelet and Gabor filtering. The two most remarkable engineering features
used in face recognition are SIFT [17] and LBP [1]. An entirely different way to
construct facial features is through learning from face image data, i.e. learning to
extract facial representations from training sets. The classical Eigenface approach
is about how to extract principal facial components from training data sets for
classification. Since the principal components are learned from training sets, the
extracted facial features are called learned features. Another well-known algorithm
for feature learning is Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Today, with the rise
of Deep Learning networks, almost all facial features used in face recognition are
learned features.

Although it is easy to see that hand-crafted features and learned features are
two different approaches, few realize that they are from two different facial fea-
ture constructing schools and there is consequently little debate around this topic.
Successful stories of deep neural networks have led us to believe that learning is
king! The unspoken assumption is: hand-crafted features are out of date, and only
approaches using learned features are viable. The consequence is that we have be-
come blind to their inherent problems. Solutions that (over) learn from training
sets (particularly Deep Learning) are becoming increasingly database-dependent,
even worse, it is hard to distinguish cases where general progress is made in face
recognition from just good solutions to particular problems defined over specific
databases.
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In this paper, we argue that in the interest of making fundamental progress in
face recognition, we ought to adequately study how to develop database-independent
face recognition algorithms. We are interested in how good a modern face recog-
nition system can be without learning. We consider face identification mainly due
to two reasons: the problem itself is more challenging than face verification; it has
been a research topic for quite some time and there are extensive experimental
results available for comparison. The scientific methodology we employ here is to
construct a face identifier and test and compare with state-of-the-art identifiers
to explore empirically the question of how good a face identifier can be without
learning.

We propose a method that merely leverages the power of the Gabor phase to
address the problem of face identification in controlled scenarios. A slim filter bank
of only two Gabor filters is applied to extract the Gabor phase information and
explicit phase code matching is performed on the quantized phase map via our
Block Matching scheme [37]. Different from other elastic matching schemes, the
Block Matching scheme not only cancels the patch-wise spatial shift in the phase
map but also simultaneously evaluates the patch-wise utility during the learning-free
matching process. Combining the matching scheme with phase codewords enables
the employment of high-definition phase information (4 times higher than [30])
from the 2 utilized Gabor filters. Thus, the proposed approach can significantly
bring up the algorithmic efficiency without sacrificing the recognition accuracy.
Furthermore, it is totally comparable to state-of-the-art Gabor solutions and even
Deep Learning based solutions.

The disposition of our paper is as follows: we first briefly review related Gabor
based approaches in Section 2; our approach is then described in Section 3 followed
by comparative experiments presented in Section 3.3 where we also compare the
performance between our approach and Deep Learning solutions. Finally, we discuss
our work as a whole and offer our conclusions.

2 Related Work

Gabor filtering enables the employment of rich low-level, multi-scale features by
transforming images from the pixel domain to the complex Gabor space. A Gabor
face is obtained by filtering a face image with the Gabor filter function, which is
defined as:

ψu,v(z) = ‖ku,v‖
2

σ2 e(−‖ku,v‖2‖z‖2/2σ2)[eiku,vz − e−σ
2/2],

where u and v define the orientation and scale of the Gabor kernels respectively,
and the wave vector is defined as:

ku,v = kve
iφu ,

where kv = kmax/f
v, φu = uπ/8; kmax is the maximum frequency, σ is the relative

width of the Gaussian envelop, and f is the spacing factor between kernels in the
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frequency domain [16]. The discrete filter bank of 5 different spatial frequencies
(v ∈ [0, · · · , 4]) and 8 orientations (u ∈ [0, · · · , 7]) is mostly exploited to filter face
images to facilitate multi-scale analysis for face recognition.

In the complex Gabor transformed space, most state-of-the-art face recognition
approaches utilize the amplitude of Gabor filtered image for face representation
and facial feature construction. As in [35], the LGBP feature is extracted from
the amplitude spectrum. One of the motivations is because the amplitude varies
slowly with spatial shifts, making it robust to texture variations caused by dynamic
expressions and imprecise alignment.

By constructing LBP type features from the amplitude and adopting different
learning techniques, many Gabor filtering based approaches have shown remarkable
advantages over pixel feature based methods: the identification rate in benchmark
evaluations has been improved by more than 20% (reaching around 90%) thanks
to the so-called “blessing of dimensionality” [11] (but with a high cost of less com-
putational efficiency [18, 6]).

The Gabor phase is robust to light change. It has been well-known that phase is
more important than amplitude for signal representation and reconstruction [19]. It
is reasonable to believe that the Gabor phase should have played a more important
role in face identification. However, the use of the Gabor phase in face recognition
is far from common and it has often been unsuccessful with worse or nearly the
same performance as the amplitude in comparative experiments [10, 36, 30, 5].

This is largely due to two challenging issues: (1) the Gabor phase is a periodic
function and a hard quantization occurs for every period; (2) the Gabor phase
is very sensitive to spatial shifts [29, 36], which imposes a rigid requirement on
face image alignment. The first issue was partly solved by introducing the phase-
quadrant demodulation technique [9], but the second issue is still far from being
solved. The state-of-the-art Gabor phase approach (LGXP in [30]) extracts varied
LBP from the phase spectrum. Since the combination of phase and LBP is also
sensitive to spatial shifts, the power of the Gabor phase has not been demonstrated
in face identification.

Fusing other features that are independent of the local Gabor features can also
lead to better performance: [28, 26, 34] fuse the global (holistic) features with local
ones at feature level; [30] proposes a fusion of the Gabor phase and amplitude
on score and feature levels; [6] fuses real, imaginary, amplitude and phase data.
Alternatively, attaching an illumination normalization step and weighting the local
Gabor features is shown to be helpful as well [5].

3 Our Learning-Free Face Matching Approach

In this section, we first introduce the philosophy of our proposed approach in Section
3.1, and then demonstrate how it is used in face identification to achieve competitive
performance with respect to the state-of-the-art.
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3.1 Overview

Repeatable features extracted from small face portions are known as good discrim-
inative traits for identifying persons. In addition, such local features are less likely
to be influenced than the holistic features by pose changes and facial expressions.
Thus, it is natural to divide face images into blocks and perform similarity measure-
ments between them. Practically, in most face recognition methods, the matching
process compares spatially corresponding patches after face alignment.

But such a matching process implies that the spatially corresponding features
are the best match. This implication is hardly true even after face alignment.
Because of the movement of facial components, head pose variability and imprecise
alignment, the spatially corresponding patches easily become dislocated (see Fig.
2 in [40]). It is nearly impossible to achieve reasonable face alignment by using
similarity transformations applied holistically to images.

In our approach, facial components are aligned individually by our Block Match-
ing algorithm. Our Block Matching segments a face image into non-overlapping
blocks and treats individual blocks as features explicitly. Given a pair of face im-
ages X and Y , the core of the algorithm is to use a given block (feature) xi of image
X to search for the corresponding block yi in image Y . Then we measure the dis-
tance of two blocks as ‖xi − yi‖2, which is used to form the similarity between two
face images as in Equation 2. This is a direct application of the Elastic Matching
concept [29] in face recognition.

Moreover, since not all blocks contribute to face identity equally, it is natural
to weight the face blocks during the matching process as shown in Equation 3. By
computing proper weight factors, we can expect larger distance values for patches
from different persons and smaller distances for patches from the same persons.
The key is how to acquire the weight factor wi.

Without doubt, we can learn weights from the training sets using metric learning
techniques as in [8, 12], but the developed algorithm will be database dependent.
To have good generalization performance, we developed an efficient on-line learning
step to calculate the weight factor wi during matching the face pair at hand in our
Block Matching approach, which is introduced in the following.

3.2 Algorithm

We designed the algorithm based on the observation that a face can be distinguished
by its unique feature(s) which is more informative than its surrounding one(s), e.g.
scars, moles, nasolabial folds, etc. This means that in an Elastic Matching context,
if a segmented patch is discriminative, it gives very small distance when a good
match is found and the distance varies dramatically if it is matched to surrounding
locations. By considering both the minimum matching distance and the variation
of the matching distance, we can evaluate the discrimination power of the local
patches.
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Specifically, given a face-matching pair, a probe image P (denoted by pb) and
a gallery image G (denoted by gl), we first segment the probe image into N non-
overlapping patches that are denoted by {f (pb)

n }N−1
0 . (The local features are simply

formed by the corresponding patches, e.g. by pixels from a patch for gray-scale
images.)

For each probe patch f
(pb)
n centered at image coordinate (xn, yn) (denoted by

f (pb)(xn, yn)), it searches its best matching block within the corresponding search
window and yields a patch-wise distance vector dn where:

dn = {din}, i ∈ [0, L− 1] (4)

where L is the number of candidate gallery patches within the (2R+ 1)× (2C + 1)
search window, i.e. L = (2R + 1) · (2C + 1) when applying an “exhaustive” search
method, R and C stand for the search offset in vertical and horizontal directions
respectively. Each element in dn is computed as:

din =
∥∥∥(f (pb)(xn, yn)− f (gl)(xi, yi))

∥∥∥
2
, (5)

where the patch-wise distance metric is the l2-norm of element wise distance of
local features (patches) and f (gl)(xi, yi) denotes the patch that centered at image
coordinate (xi, yi) within the search window on the gallery face image so that{

xi = xn + ∆x,∆x ∈ [−C,C],
yi = yn + ∆y,∆y ∈ [−R,R].

(6)

We then calculate the slope kn of the linear fitting of the first 5 ascendingly
sorted values of dn for normalization of the patch wise distance for each patch,
such that the weight factors for each local feature wn is calculated as:

w∗n = kn/d
∗
n, (7)

where d∗n = min(dn). w∗n is then normalized by its l1-norm as:

wn = w∗n/

N−1∑
n=0

w∗n. (8)

Finally, the distance between a matching pair of probe and gallery face images
is the weighted sum of d∗n as:

dist(pb,gl) =
N−1∑
n=0

wn · d∗n. (9)

More details of our Block Matching approach are given in [37].
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3.3 Gabor Phase Block Matching (GPBM)

It is known that the features constructed from pixels are vulnerable to lighting and
pose variations. To further improve the recognition performance, one way is to
construct more robust features. Another effective way is increasing the dimension-
ality of features to raise recognition rate dramatically thanks to the “blessing of
dimensionality”. Traditionally, the most popular way is to exploit the Gabor fea-
tures via Gabor transformation, which normally increases dimensionality of image
representations by 40 times [16].

The Gabor transformation enables the employment of rich low-level multi-scale
features by transforming images from the pixel domain to the complex Gabor space.
Different strategies of using either Gabor magnitude or Gabor phase, or a hybrid
of both magnitude and phase have been proposed to construct features. One rea-
sonable option for many state-of-the-art approaches has been to utilize Gabor am-
plitude for face representation and feature construction.

But high dimensional features lead to high cost and create difficulties for train-
ing, computation, and storage (as pointed out in [18, 6]). To build a practical solu-
tion, patch-based approaches and dimensional reduction techniques, such as PCA
or LDA, and rotated sparse regression, are commonly used to learn a subspace to
reduce intra-class variation and expand inter-class variations. Since the learning
process has to be involved and training datasets are needed (e.g. for LDA, the
leading eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are needed to calculate over training
image pairs), the advantage of using hand-crafted features to achieve generalization
performance is diminished.

Can we remain learning-free (to promise generalization) in our face matching
approach and also further improve the recognition performance without suffering
from heavy computational load brought about by high-dimension representations?
We focus on the Gabor Phase, since it better reconstructs signals than amplitude
[19]. We combine the Gabor Phase face representation with our Block Matching
approach introduced in Section 3.2, and demonstrate that increasing the signal
dimension is not the only way to boost the recognition performance.

Specifically, we filter faces with only a single-scale Gabor filter pair and calculate
the phase of the filtered face. That is, for each face image, only two demodulated
Gabor phase spectra are used as in the input of our Block Matching method, see
Figure 1. We first segment the probe phase spectrum into N non-overlapping
patches and the patches {f (pb)

n }N−1
0 are simply formed by the raw phase codes of

the patches. Then the Block Matching approach is utilized to calculate the distance
of the two faces. The only difference is that when calculating the phase distance,
each element in dn is computed by performing an explicit matching over the raw
demodulated phase as:

din =
∥∥∥XOR(f (pb)(xn, yn), f (gl)(xi, yi))decimal

∥∥∥
2
, (10)

where the patch-wise distance metric is the l2-norm of element wise Hamming
distance in decimal. More technical details are provided in [38].
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Figure 1: The matching process of our Gabor Phase Block Matching (GPBM)
approach.

3.4 Database Selection

There are a variety of large-scale datasets available for benchmark evaluation of
different face recognition approaches, such as the FERET [22], FRGC2.0[21] and
the LFW [13] datasets. Since we focus on face recognition in controlled scenarios
in this paper, the FERET database — the most commonly used face identification
benchmark — is selected to evaluate and compare our method with state-of-the-art
face identification approaches. In addition, the CMU-PIE [24] dataset is selected
to evaluate our GPBM against variations of pose, expression and illumination.

3.5 Experimental Setup

Face images were first normalized (aligned) based on the positions of both eyes
as in [30]. A central facial area of 150 × 136 , which maintained the same aspect
ratio (1.1 : 1) as in [30, 33], was segmented from the face image and used for our
experiments.

Due to our Block Matching scheme, the Gabor phase information with a higher
definition can be utilized in our approach. We found that a single-scale Gabor filter
pair with two orientations is sufficient for face identification. In our implementation,
the selected Gabor filters had the following parameters: v = 0, u ∈ {2, 6}, f =

√
2,

kmax = π/2, σ = 2π.
One can see that the chosen Gabor filters have broad high-frequency coverage.

These high-frequency components correspond to facial texture variations and are
insensitive to the factors of lighting, pose, and aging. Accordingly, to retain high
phase definition and to be tolerant to potential phase change caused by texture
shift, a Gray-coded 16-PSK demodulator was used for phase demodulation and the
constellation is shown in Fig. 2. Compared to the quadrature phase demodula-
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Figure 2: 16-PSK demodulator constellation.

tion used in [34, 30], 4 times the phase information can be utilized thanks to the
employment of our Block Matching approach.

To provide a thorough answer to “How good can a face identifier be without
learning”, we compare our Block Matching approach [37] and our GPBM to other
methods on both image domain and Gabor transformed space in the following.

3.6 Evaluations on the CMU-PIE database

The CMU-PIE database contains 41368 images of 68 subjects. Images with pose
labels 05, 07, 09, 27, and 29 under 21 illuminations (Flash 2 to 22) of all the 68
persons are selected as the probe set.

When applying the Block Matching method, the most important parameters are
the block size (H and W ) and searching offset (R and C). Our empirical tests on
other datasets indicate that it makes sense to divide a central facial area into 5× 7
patches, which semantically correspond to components of human faces, like eyes,
nose, etc. Thus, for a facial area of 150×136, a reasonable size of a block is 30×20.
In our implementation, our block size was 29×19 (we prefer odd block sides) in the
block search. To have a good coverage while keeping low computational complexity,
the search offset was set to around a quarter of the block size and we selected the
search offset of R = 7, C = 6 pixels in our experiments. To test how sensitive
the performance was to the selected parameters, we selected the first 2000 probe
images on the CMU-PIE to evaluate the performance with the chosen parameters
and other parameters randomly selected around them. The evaluation results in
Fig. 3 show that the recognition performance is rather insensitive to parameter
selections.

We then conducted experiments on the CMU-PIE probe set and compared our
GPBM with G_LBP and G_LDP [33]. The G_LBP is the Gabor version LBP
and the G_LDP is a type of improved Gabor amplitude Local Binary Pattern.
The G_LDP achieved equivalent performance as LGXP (Gabor Phase pattern) on
the FERET evaluations so it is a good reference for comparison. Since the Gabor
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Figure 3: Recognition rates under different parameters on the CMU-PIE dataset.

Table 1: Comparative rank-1 recognition rates on the CMU-PIE database.

Method Accuracy

Unweighted LBP∗ 58%
best of LDP, 3rd order∗ 61%
Block Matching [37] 60%
G_LBP∗ 71%
best of G_LDP, 3rd-order∗ 79%

GPBM 82%
GPBM + DoG 85%

∗ The recognition rates are estimated from Fig. 12a in [33].

phase is inadequate to handle the non-monotopic illumination variations, we em-
ployed the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) image to equalize the illumination on the
face. The corresponding results is denoted by GPBM + DoG. The comparative
rank-1 recognition rates are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that even with use
of the raw pixels without any photometric processing for face matching, the Block
Matching approach performs comparably to the LBP and LDP approaches where
hand-crafted features were employed. Similarly, for our GPBM, it is slightly bet-
ter than the G_LDP, even though LDP extracts much more complicated Gabor
amplitude patterns. The results indicate that with the environment of dramatic
illumination and pose variation, our Block Matching approaches have equal recog-
nition power to the hand-crafted features.
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Table 2: Comparative rank-1 recognition rates on the FERET database.

Method Fb Fc Dup1 Dup2

Unweighted LBP [2] 93% 51% 61% 50%
LDP 3rd-order [33] 90% 88% 63% 61%
Block Matching[37] 93% 83% 66% 64%
LGBP_Pha [36] 93% 92% 65% 59%
HGPP [34] 97.5% 99.5% 79.5 77.8%
LGXP [30] 98% 100% 82% 83%
LGXP+BFLD [30] 99% 100% 92% 91%
S[LGBP+LGXP] [30] 99% 100% 94% 93%
LN+LGXP [5] 99.9% 100% 94.7% 91.9%
PCANet-2 [7] 99.6% 100% 95.4% 94%

GPBM 99.4% 100% 95.3% 94.9%

3.7 Evaluations on the FERET database

The FERET database is the most commonly used face identification benchmark.
It contains variations in illumination, expression and aging. The gallery set “Fa”
contains 1196 frontal face images and the easiest probe set “Fb” contains 1195
images with variations mainly in expression. The probe set “Fc” has 194 images
with illumination variations. The “Dup1” set contains 722 images taken later in
time than the “Fa”. 234 images in the “Dup1” taken at least 1 year after the “Fa”
session were selected to form the hardest “Dup2” set. We faithfully followed the
evaluation protocol of the FERET dataset and compare with other feature based
methods in Table 2.

It is easy to observe that when recognizing faces in the image domain, the Block
Matching approach outperforms the LBP and LDP (first 3 rows in Table 2). If
Gabor transformation is employed, in a fair comparison (non-learning component
was involved and only Gabor phase was utilized for face matching), our GPBM
is almost 12% better than LGXP on the hardest “Dup2”. Even in unfavorable
comparisons, where pre-processing, training, and fusion methods were exploited
by LN+LGXP and S[LGBP Mag+LGXP], our GPBM still excels. To our best
knowledge, the method S[LGBP_ Mag+LGXP] — aided by the Gabor amplitude
and training procedures — was the state-of-the-art Gabor phase based method in
terms of performance on the hardest FERET “Dup2”, and our GPBM is entirely
comparable.

Our approach also has comparable performance to the Deep Learning based
PCANet-2 [7]. It firmly confirms again that in a controlled scenario by weighting
the image-wise distance via our Block Matching process, we can achieve equally
effective face identification as the state-of-the-art. Our results indicate that feature
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Table 3: Comparative summary of recent state-of-the-art face identification ap-
proaches.

Methods Image Size Gabor Feature Space
Gabor Filter Bank

Training Data
Independent

Rank-1 Rate on
FERET Dup2

LGXP1 88 × 80 Phase No 83%5 × 8

LGBP+LGXP2 88 × 80 Amplitude + Phase No 93%5 × 8

GOM3 160 × 128 Amplitude + Phase No 93.1%5 × 8

LN+LGXP4 251 × 203 Phase No 91.9%5 × 8

LN+LGBP5 251 × 203 Amplitude No 93.6%5 × 8

SLF-RKR_l26 150 × 130 Amplitude No 94.4%5 × 8

GPBM, ours 150 × 136 Phase (Explicit Matching) Yes 94.9%1 × 2
1 [30] 2 [30] 3 [6] 4 [5] 5 [5] 6 [31]

design and high-dimensional signal representation might be less important than
commonly believed.

We further compare our GPBM with other state-of-the-art approaches based
on other techniques on the FERET in Table 3. From the table one can see that all
these approaches are based on Gabor features, which indicates that the Gabor filter
is a very effective tool for signal representation. Our GPBM method outperforms
all the other approaches on the hardest “Dup2” set and it features three advantages:
1) it enables high definition Gabor phase to be utilized for face identification; 2) a
single-scale Gabor filter with two orientations is sufficient to generate an effective
face image representation, with 1/20 of the computational complexity of other
methods that utilized 40 Gabor filters; 3) further to this, it is not a learning-based
face identification method and, therefore, promises good generalization.

We also evaluated our approach under pose variations using the pose probe
sets “bd”, “be”, “bf”, “bg” and gallery set “ba” on the FERET dataset. These sets
correspond to pose angles of +25◦, +15◦, −15◦, −25◦, and 0◦ to the camera, and
each of these sets contains 200 persons. The comparative performance of our GPBM
is listed in Table 4. It can be observed that our GPBM approach is significantly
more accurate than the non-learning feature-based approaches (LGBP and LGXP)
when probe faces have relatively large pose angles. In addition, it outperforms the
learning-based methods on all probe sets and is even comparable to the recent Deep
Learning approach SPAE on “be” and “bf” sets.

The computational complexity is always a big concern. As in Table 4 of [18],
under the image size of 128 × 128 with a 5 × 8 Gabor filter bank, the histogram
extraction of LGBP takes around 0.45 seconds, S[LGBP_ Mag+LGXP] takes 0.99
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Table 4: Comparative rank-1 recognition rates on the FERET dataset with the
posed probe sets.

Method bd be bf bg
Pose angle −25◦ −15◦ +15◦ +25◦

LGBP [5] 86.5% 98% 97.5% 88.5%
LGXP [5] 73.5% 95.5% 96% 65.5%
StackFlow [3] 89% 96% 94% 92%
DAE [4] 93% 96% 96% 94%
LN//LGXP [5] 97.5% 99% 99.5% 96%
SPAE [14] 98% 99% 99% 99%

GPBM 96% 100% 100% 95%

seconds. Extracting GOM feature takes 0.7 seconds [6]. However, the “feature
extraction” time in our method is 0 seconds since only the raw phase is used for
matching; the demodulation is the only on-line computation of the probe face, thus,
it is extremely fast. Our Matlab implementation executes the matching of a face
pair in 0.05 second on average (Gabor filtering included) on a 3.4GHz Intel CPU.
We can therefore safely conclude that our GPBM outperforms the best Gabor-phase
based approach (S[LGBP_ Mag+LGXP]) in efficiency with a big margin. We can
also infer that the other methods in Table 3 could hardly be more efficient than
our GPBM due to higher image resolution, Gabor face dimensions, and additional
photometric processing. Here we should mention that our GPBM needs to run
block matching. Right now, we used an “exhaustive search” strategy. Since we
have just a few blocks per probe image, matching is still fast. In future work, we
could also incorporate fast-search strategies from the video compression field to
speed up face matching.

3.8 Deep Learning for Face Recognition in Controlled Scenarios

Before we conclude this paper, it would be interesting to investigate how good
Deep Learning can be for face recognition in controlled scenarios. To answer this,
we trained several CNNs with well-known architectures of AlexNet [15], VGG-net
[25], Google’s InceptionNet [27] and FaceNet [23]), and evaluated them on the most
difficult probe set “Dup2” of the FERET database.

For fair comparisons between different architectures, layers after the last spatial
pooling in our implementation of the InceptionNet and the FaceNet were replaced
by two concatenated Fully Connected (FC) layers, and Softmax was selected as the
lost function. We used the WebFace dataset [32] to train our networks. WebFace
is a face image collection with half a million instances of around 10000 celebrities.
Since the FERET dataset was formed with non-celebrity people, all the trained
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Table 5: Rank-1 accuracy of several well-known CNN architectures on FERET
Dup2 (Input image size to CNNs was 120× 120).

Architectures Length of the Last 2 FCs
FC-4096 FC-1024

AlexNet 91.9% 94.4%
VGG-13 layers 93.6% 94.9%
VGG-16 layers 93.2% 97.0%
InceptionNet 95.3% 98.7%
FaceNet 94.9% 98.3%

nets were fine-tuned carefully with the FERET gallery images.
To illustrate how architecture choice affects the recognition performance, we

investigated how rank-1 accuracy varies under different sizes of the FC layers. The
results are listed in Table 5. We can see that the architecture (length of FC) does
influence the recognition accuracy. Explicitly inherit network architectures designed
for one image classification task (e.g. networks with FC − 4096 layers work well on
the ImageNet) may not perform well in a novel face recognition task. Investigations
on suitable deep feature representations must be made correspondingly and here
we found that FC − 1024 is a good choice which is also verified in [20]. On the
other hand, the performance strongly correlates to architecture in general: even
with FC − 1024, the InceptionNet outperformed others.

Apparently, CNNs can outperform the proposed approach for around 4%, but
such advantage is not statistically significant for the test: the best CNN correctly
identified 9 more probe faces than our proposed approach which made 222 correct
answers out of 234 probes on the “Dup2” set. We can see that even with the most
advanced CNNs and trained with a massive face dataset, deep-learning doesn’t
solve the face identification problem defined over the FERET set significantly better
than our non-learning approach. At least, one can conclude that for an unseen face
identification task, the approach developed without learning could be a promising
solution.

4 Discussions

Although without learning, we have shown that a combination of Block Matching
with Gabor phase could work as a very good identifier. Unlike in most state-of-
the-art face identifiers where a highly engineered design of facial features or high
dimensional features (“blessing of dimensionality”) are “must-have”, the proposed
face identifier has no designed features. It just uses the blocks of raw face images,
two orientation channels of a single scale Gabor filter to construct the phase features
for face recognition. Our experimental results show that the form and dimensional-
ity of features are of course important, but not the key in building a good identifier.
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The key lies in how to handle the factors causing unlimited variations of facial tex-
tures. The crucial issue in constructing features is knowing how the features affect
the relationship between within-class variability and between-class variability. Face
recognition can be performed reliably only when the between-class variability is
larger than the within-class variability. Why does the proposed identifier work? It
is due to that spatial shift caused by camera, pose, expression, scale, and aging
between two face images is effectively tackled by our Block Matching approach.
In addition, the 2D Gabor filtering family uniquely achieves the theoretical lower
bound on joint uncertainty over spatial position and frequency. These properties
are particularly useful in characterizing facial textures. Leveraged by our Block
Matching technique, the Gabor phase demonstrates its power in handling lighting
factors and detailing of local facial texture changes.

Just like others, the performance of our face identifier was also tested with stan-
dard database sets. However, there is a clear difference between the evaluations.
Since it is not learned from the training data, our identifier is of good generaliza-
tion. One can expect a similar performance when applying to other databases. Of
course, according to the No Free Lunch Theorem, if we are interested solely in the
generalization performance, there is no reason to prefer one identifier over another.
Certain prior knowledge about the problem or a concrete application is always used
explicitly or implicitly, for example, choice of operating parameters in our case. In
fact, our identifier itself is of a good technical platform where learning can be well
integrated. For example, instead of being computed on-line, the weights can be
learned from database sets. Thus, our approach is becoming the so-called metric
learning:

d = (x− y)TW (x− y), (11)

where x and y are the feature representations of X and Y , W is a weight matrix,
typically a symmetric positive definite matrix. A typical example is the Maha-
lanobis metric. The weight matrix can be learned from either sets of labeled image
pairs or just sets of labeled images with an objective of finding a matrix such that
positive pairs have smaller distances than negative pairs. Of course, once learning
is involved the developed identifier will be more database-dependent and less apt
for generalization.

Face recognition has been developed for over more than three decades and three-
order of magnitude improvement in recognition rate has been achieved. One has
to realize that such an achieved performance increase was only on the selected
databases.

Due to the popularity of machine learning, we don’t know how to measure the
real progress that has been made in face recognition. Taking the “LFW bench-
mark” as an example, so many advanced CNN networks have been trained to do
face recognition and some of the best can achieve 99.5% recognition accuracy in
benchmark evaluations. But when such networks were practically deployed in a
real-world application, it was found that they were still far from usable mostly due
to the divergence between the training dataset and the real-world data [39]. Though
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Deep Learning made a big stride in solving challenging face recognition tasks, it is
still early to confirm that it is the only right way to go. It is wise to include diverse
solutions using “hand-crafted” features and/or features learned from data. This is
why in this paper we take on a radical approach to see how far face recognition can
go without learning.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we argue strongly that it makes sense to study how good a face
identifier can be without learning, particularly today when Deep Learning is very
commonly used. We have shown how to construct such an identifier that simply uses
Block Matching technique over Gabor phase codes to achieve state-of-the-art per-
formance. We have demonstrated that engineered feature designs or those adhering
to the slogan “blessing of dimensionality” are not essential ingredients for building
a good identifier. The key issue in constructing features is to achieve between-
class variability larger than within-class variability. Since it is not learned from
the training data, our identifier lends itself well for generalization. One can expect
similar performance when applying it to other databases. This is very important
for developing algorithms that constitute real progress in face recognition.
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Abstract

Predicting attributes from face images in the wild is a challenging com-
puter vision problem. To automatically describe face attributes from face
containing images, traditionally one needs to cascade three technical blocks
— face localization, facial descriptor construction, and attribute classification
— in a pipeline. As a typical classification problem, face attribute prediction
has been addressed using deep learning. Current state-of-the-art performance
was achieved by using two cascaded Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs),
which were specifically trained to learn face localization and attribute de-
scription. In this paper, we experiment with an alternative way of employing
the power of deep representations from CNNs. Combining with conventional
face localization techniques, we use off-the-shelf architectures trained for face
recognition to build facial descriptors. Recognizing that the describable face
attributes are diverse, our face descriptors are constructed from different levels
of the CNNs for different attributes to best facilitate face attribute predic-
tion. Experiments on two large datasets, LFWA and CelebA, show that our
approach is entirely comparable to the state-of-the-art. Our findings not only
demonstrate an efficient face attribute prediction approach, but also raise an
important question: how to leverage the power of off-the-shelf CNN represen-
tations for novel tasks.

1 Introduction

The recent success achieved by the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) has
vastly driven the advances in many aspects of computer vision, such as image
classification and object detection, and pushed the boundaries of understanding
image content through computer vision. In face recognition, we have witnessed
great improvements brought by CNNs in solving the challenging large-scale face
verification and recognition tasks [5, 8].

Like recognizing identities, describing attributes from face images in the wild has
been an active research topic for years. Being able to automatically describe face
attributes from face images in the wild is very challenging but can be very helpful.
For instance, one can not only build identifiers directly based on attributes [10],
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but also efficiently construct highly flexible large-scale hierarchical datasets, which
can further benefit image classification and attribute-to-image generation [23, 22].

The general process of predicting face attributes is to construct face represen-
tations and train domain classifiers for prediction. As summarized in Figure 1,
traditional approaches (Pipeline 1) construct low-level descriptors, such as SIFT
[11] and LBP [1], through landmark detection. These descriptors are then utilized
for building attribute classifiers. Similarly, by using CNNs one can also employ
massive sentence and image training instances to construct end-to-end deep ar-
chitectures (Pipeline 2) for learning semantic-visual correspondences as in [6, 21].
However, such approaches are rather resource demanding.

An intuitive alternative way (Pipeline 3) is to decompose the end-to-end network
(by functionality) into a localization network, a feature construction network, and
attribute classifiers, and build them individually as in [25]. By cascading the trained
components, such a pipeline can achieve state-of-the-art performance. However,
the requirements of this approach on data and training efforts seem enormous. In
addition, it appears that to reach the best performance, high-level features must be
used in the concatenated deep networks; fine-tuning on the pre-trained off-the-shelf
high-level abstraction yields significantly better performance.

However, given that many face attributes are locally orientated and different
layers of CNN features encode different levels of visual information, we believe face
attributes would not be best represented by merely high-level features from deep
neural networks. Thus, in this paper, we alternatively tackle the face attribute
prediction problem using a pipeline composed of a conventional localization com-
ponent, an off-the-shelf CNN, and attribute classifiers (Pipeline 4 in Figure 1). Our
focus is finding proper feature representations from pre-trained CNNs to boost at-
tribute perdition. We use off-the-shelf architectures and a publicly accessible model
intended for face recognition to do feature construction, and investigate what types
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of feature representations from the network can efficiently improve face attribute
prediction.

Our investigations show that intermediate representations from pre-trained CNNs
have distinct advantages over high-level features for the target face attribute pre-
diction problem. By simply utilizing these features, we achieved very promising
results on a par with the state-of-the-art, produced by the intensively trained two-
stage CNN, on two recently released face attribute prediction datasets CelebA and
LFWA [25]. Our findings also suggest that off-the-shelf intermediate CNN repre-
sentations could be easily utilized when transferring from the source problem to
novel detection and classification tasks.

2 Related Work

Traditionally, face descriptors were built from hand-crafted features. These fea-
tures were constructed either from the whole face area, or extracted from detected
local components and concatenated into a train of descriptors [9]. Classifiers were
trained based on these features to recognize the presence and quantitative degree
of the domain attributes. Recently, Liu. et al. [25] proposed a cascaded learning
framework to perform attribute prediction in the wild. By pre-training and fine-
tuning on large object dataset and face datasets, it efficiently localizes faces and
produces semantic attributes for arbitrary face sizes without alignment.

As a strong feature learner, CNN has been successfully applied in face recog-
nition, especially for solving the challenging face recognition in the wild problem
[5]. Besides the DeepID series approaches [18, 16, 17], related efforts have also
been made to pose correction [20], architectures design [19, 14] and data collection
skills [12]. With recently launched hardware platforms and the publicly accessible
large-scale dataset [24], developing deep learning based face recognition approaches
becomes feasible with less resources.

3 Attribute Prediction Using Off-the-Shelf CNNs

3.1 Overview

To describe face appearances using CNN features, it is critical to first consider
a proper face representation from the deep neural network. One natural way is
to represent faces using the discriminatively learned features, from the high-level
hidden layers, mostly used for representing identities in face recognition tasks, as in
[18]. In this case, appearance attributes are embedded in the activation of neurons
in the discriminative feature.

However, to describe the appearance using deep representations from CNNs,
it is easy to expect that the selected representation should preserve the variabil-
ity to describe the appearance variations regarding facial physical characteristics,
such as “big (eyes)” and “open (mouth)”. While on the contrary, when attributes
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are identity correlated (e.g. , gender and ethnicity), such representation should be
robust with respect to non-identity related interference. Thus, the representation
that most suitable to describe a certain attribute highly depends on the property
(e.g. , if subject to identity) of the attribute itself. Given that a CNN enables
its intermediate representations to maintain both discriminality and rich spatial
information [2, 13], it is therefore tenable to employ flexible selections of feature
presentations for predicting face attributes.

3.2 Experiments

3.2.1 Procedures

To identify the most effective deep representations, our method explores the at-
tribute prediction power of intermediate representations versus the final represen-
tation 1 from CNNs trained for face recognition. Therefore, we first trained a face
classification CNN (or use a publicly available model), then we evaluated the predic-
tion performance of the representations extracted from different levels of the CNN.
The training of CNNs and the evaluation of prediction power were conducted sep-
arately on two independent datasets: the WebFace [24] was used for CNN training,
and the CelebA and LFWA for evaluation. We used two well known off-the-shelf
architectures (configurations of filter stacks) in our experiments to benefit from the
latest development in CNN architecture design.

Network architecture: The networks used in our experiments shared the same
format: they were composed of off-the-shelf filter stacks followed by two Fully
Connected (denoted by FC1 and FC2) layers. Considering the ease of training
and efficient inference during test phase, we selected Google’s FaceNet NN.1 [14]
(shortened as “FaceNet” in the following) and VGG’s “very deep” model [15] as
the structure of convolutional (conv.) layers. The CNNs were trained in the most
fundamental flat classification manner with a Softmax layer attached to the last
FC layer during training. We used dropout regularization between FCs to prevent
overfitting and the dropout rate was set to 0.5 for all FC layers in our networks.
PReLU[4] rectification was attached to each convolution and FC layer.

Training: Around 10, 000 identities with 350, 000 image instances of the Web-
Face dataset were used. Random mirroring, slight rotation and jittering were uti-
lized as data augmentation. The learning rate was initially set to 0.015, and then
decreased by a factor of 10 when the validation set accuracy stopped increasing.
The networks were trained by 3 decreasing learning rates. Faces were segmented
and normalized to a size of 120× 120 and randomly cropped patches of 112× 112
were fed into the network.

Feature Extraction: To extract face descriptors from CNNs, only the center
patch (112× 112) and its mirrored version of aligned face images were fed into the
CNNs unless otherwise stated. We aligned faces using feature points detected by

1The high level abstraction used for representing identity, which is often extracted from the
last FC layer.
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Figure 2: Constructing off-the-shelf deep representations. FC features were ex-
tracted directly from high-level hidden layers. Intermediate spatial descriptors
(Spat.N ×N) were constructed from the last conv. layer of the pre-trained CNNs
through extra spatial pooling. N stands for the feature map size after the extra
pooling step.

random forests [7]. We took the averaged representations of the two fed-in patches
at different levels of the network, i.e. , “Spat.1×1”, “Spat.3×3”, “FC1”, and “FC2”
, as shown in Figure 2, and evaluated their attribute estimation performance to
identify the most effective representation corresponding to each attribute.

The output of the last conv. filter stack was selected as the representative of
the intermediate representations since it was shown to have the most discriminality
and spatial information for recognition and image retrieval [2]. Extra max. pooling
steps were applied to reduce the dimension of intermediate spatial representations.
Then Spat.3×3 and Spat.1×1 were of 3×3×K and 1×1×K in our experiments
regardless of the network, where K represents the channel depth of the employed
network.

Attribute prediction: The face attribute prediction performance was evaluated
on the released version of CelebA and LFWA data sets2. The CelebA contains
approximately 200, 000 images of 10, 000 identities and LFWA has 13, 233 images
of 5, 749 identities. Each image in CelebA and LFWA is annotated with 40 binary
attribute tags. We used the same procedure to build our attribute classifier as in
[25]: binary linear SVM [3] classifiers were trained directly for all levels of repre-
sentations (i.e. , FCs and Spat.′s) to classify face attributes. On the CelebA, the
training set for each attribute classifier had 20, 000 image instances (where avail-
able). Since this dataset and the data for training our CNN are independent (the
learning targets are also different), we tested the attribute prediction accuracy of
our classifiers across the whole dataset through random selection of training and
testing face instances. On the LFWA, we took the training instances defined by the

2http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html. Released in Oct. 2015.

http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html
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dataset. We report the prediction accuracy as the mean of True Acceptance Rate
and True Rejection Rate for each attribute on both CelebA and LFWA data sets.

Evaluations and Comparison: The same evaluation protocol as in [25] was used
in our experiments. Since the features in our experiment was extracted from aligned
face images and the alignment process was independent of the network, we selected
the corresponding approach (“[17]+ ANet” in [25]) as the baseline method. The
current state of the art in [25] is denoted by “Two-stage CNN” and “LNet+ANet”
in this paper.

The above mentioned procedures were used in the following experiments. We
first employed our FaceNet to thoroughly study the discrepancy between different
representation types for face attribute prediction. The identified best performing
off-the-shelf features were utilized to challenge on the CelebA and the LFWA to
compare with [25]. We then extended our experiments by further investigating
different configurations of the FaceNet, the VGG’s “very deep” architecture, and
the publicly available VGG-Face model3 to ensure the discrepancy in attribute
prediction power among the deep representations.

3.2.2 Performance Discrepancy between Deep Representations

Our intuition as stated above was that the intermediate face representations would
be more suitable for describing diverse types of attributes regarding their physical
characteristics and image conditions. To validate this, we trained a face recognition
CNN with a structure of FaceNet. The length of both FC layers was set to 512
to reduce the risk of overfitting. The recognition rate of the trained FaceNet on
the validation set was less than 98% and the face verification performance on the
LFW [5] was 97.5%. We then extracted the four types of face representations,
Spat.1b1, Spat.3b3, FC1, and FC2, from our trained model and linear classifiers
were constructed and evaluated respectively on the training set. The prediction
performance for each representation type on all attributes is shown in Figure 3.

While it is intuitive that FC2, the identity discriminative feature, is unlikely to
be the best choice for describing facial attributes all the time, it is still astonishing
that FC2 was significantly outperformed (> 5% in prediction accuracy) by others
on 13 attributes. Similar disadvantages can also be observed on the LFWA dataset.
It is easy to find that:

1. Representations at different levels of the network feature quite diverse perfor-
mance in attribute description.

2. Intermediate representations, especially Spat.3×3, are likely more effective in
telling the weak identity-related attributes describing expressions and image
conditions, which counts more on spatial information.

For instance, for attributes related to mouth and eyes which can produce dynamic
facial expressions, such performance gaps are significant. For “Spat.3 × 3” which

3http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vgg_face/, accessed in Nov. 2015.

http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vgg_face/
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Figure 3: Comparing prediction performance of deep representations on CelebA
and LFWA. Spat.1× 1 was set as the reference for each attribute and the relative
prediction power of each representation type is plotted based on its difference to
the reference. The attributes are sorted based on the absolute prediction accuracy
of the baseline method on each dataset. On CelebA, the absolute mean prediction
accuracy of FC1 = 83% , FC2 = 82% , Spat.3× 3 = 86% , Spat.1× 1 = 82%, and
on LFWA, FC1 = 83% , FC2 = 82% , Spat.3× 3 = 85% , Spat.1× 1 = 81%.
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better preserved spatial information, it is more effective in specifying shape and
motion of facial components (e.g. , Attribute 20 and 34 on CelebA in Figure 3). This
is natural since intermediate representations contain mid-level features composed
by low-level ones, thus they are more suitable to describe local facial attributes.

Our investigations show that the best performing representations achieved at-
tribute prediction accuracy of 86.6% on CelebA and 84.7% on LFWA, which is
on a par with state-of-the-art “Two-stage CNN” approach which was trained with
massive image classification and face data. The comparative results are listed in
Table 1 and shown in Figure 4. One can see that:

1. By leveraging the intermediate deep representations from various levels of
CNNs, the equivalent baseline approach is outperformed with a big margin.

2. Even without fine-tuning the pre-trained CNN, our average prediction per-
formance is still comparable to the state-of-the-art on both datasets.

Here we noticed that the intermediate representations dominated the best rep-
resentations of the attributes. This indicates that spatial information, i.e. , location
and magnitude of activation in conv. filter responses, is significant for describing
attributes; if one wants to utilize high-level features, which implicitly embeds spa-
tial information, fine-tuning must be conducted on the high-level abstractions to
enhance such useful spatial information.

3.2.3 Further Validations

To further verify the potential utility of intermediate spatial representations for
face attribute prediction, we also evaluated various network architectures trained
by different configurations, which for each model are listed in Table 2. CelebA was
selected as the evaluation dataset due to its larger scale.

Specifically, we first evaluated two different networks of the FaceNet architec-
ture. Model 1 was trained by the first 8, 000 identities that has the most images on
the WebFace dataset (i.e. , taking away the long-tail data). Since the length of the
representing features plays a vital role in face representation [12], we then evaluated
the influences of varying FC layer lengths in face attribute prediction with Model
2 by increasing the length of FC layers to 1024. The receptive field was kept the
same (112× 112).

We also cross-validated the utility of the deep representations with VGG type
architectures in Model 3 and 4. Model 3 had filter stack as VGG fitler-Config.C
[15], but with a duplicated conv. and pooling section appended to the fifth pooling
so that it was even deeper. (Thus, for this configuration, the filter stack directly
gave output with size of 3 × 3. It was then max. pooled to get 1 × 1 output.) To
bring more divergence, we decreased the input size to 96 × 96 (still cropped from
120× 120) and set FCs to 4096. Model 4 was the off-the-shelf VGG-Face network.
The receptive area for Model 4 was 224× 224. The corresponding results in terms
of the averaged prediction accuracy are provided in Table 3.
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Figure 4: Comparing attribute prediction results on CelebA and LFWA.
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Table 2: CNNs and training data used for further validations.

Model Conv. Filter Stack
Architecture

FC 1
Dim.

FC 2
Dim.

Training Dataset /
Identities

1 FaceNet 512 512 WebFace, 8k
2 FaceNet 1024 1024 WebFace, 10k
3 VGG, Config. C 4096 4096 WebFace, 10k
4 VGG-Face 4096 4096 private, >2.6k

Table 3: Decomposition of the best representations of the architectures in Table
2. This table gives the number of each representation type that formed the best
representation for each model and provides the average prediction accuracy achieved
by the best representations and the FC2 representation. (“S.” for “Spat.”)

Model # of Best Rep. from ave. accuracy
S.3*3 S.1*1 FC1 FC2 Best Rep. FC2

1 33 0 6 1 86% 84%
2 31 0 6 3 86% 84%
3 28 11 1 0 85% 83%
4 37 1 0 2 86% 85%

We observed that on average the spatial representations excelled on more than
75% of the 40 attributes. The spatial representation from the off-the-shelf VGG-
Face model even dominated the best representations. We attribute it to the dra-
matic increase of the receptive area. The intermediate representations embedded
more detailed spatial information also further boosted the performance of FC2,
which was as effective as the Spat.3×3. The slightly worse performance of the fea-
tures from Model 3 can be attributed to the lower receptive field and the 6th extra
pooling, which caused transfer of prediction power from Spat.3× 3 to Spat.1× 1.

Through further analysis of the results, we found that the intermediate spatial
representations predicted 5 attributes (“Bags Under Eyes” , “Blurry”, “Mouth S.
Open”, “Pale Skin” and “Narrow Eyes”) much better than the last FC representa-
tions.

We believe the reason intermediate spatial representations outperformed on so
many attributes is that these human describable attributes are more likely to be
identified from the spatial information captured by human brains. Considering
these attributes are semantic concepts relating to specific domains and these do-
mains by themselves alone can hardly be used to pin-point a specific identity from
a crowd of people, the utility of the intermediate features, which are less discrimi-
nating than the high level abstraction, from CNNs makes sense.
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, we address the problem of predicting face attributes using CNNs
trained for face recognition. We employ CNNs with off-the-shelf architectures and
publicly available models — Google’s FaceNet and VGG’s “very deep” model — with
the conventional pipeline to study the prediction power of different representations
from the trained CNNs. Our investigations present the correspondence diversity
between the best performing representations and the human describable attributes.
They also reveal that the intermediate representations from CNNs are very effec-
tive in predicting facial attributes in general. Although previous works have shown
that fine-tuning the pre-trained networks brought significant improvements when
transferring to novel tasks, we empirically demonstrate that intermediate deep fea-
tures from pre-trained networks can also form a promising alternative. By properly
leveraging these off-the-shelf CNN representations, we achieved accurate attribute
prediction on a par with current state-of-the-art performance.
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Leveraging Mid-level Deep Representations for
Predicting Face Attributes in the Wild

Yang Zhong Josephine Sullivan Haibo Li

Abstract

Predicting facial attributes from faces in the wild is very challenging due
to pose and lighting variations in the real world. The key to this problem
is to build proper feature representations to cope with these unfavourable
conditions. Given the success of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in im-
age classification, the high-level CNN feature, as an intuitive and reasonable
choice, has been widely utilized for this problem. In this paper, however, we
consider the mid-level CNN features as an alternative to the high-level ones for
attribute prediction. This is based on the observation that face attributes are
different: some of them are locally oriented while others are globally defined.
Our investigations reveal that the mid-level deep representations outperform
the prediction accuracy achieved by the (fine-tuned) high-level abstractions.
We empirically demonstrate that the mid-level representations achieve state-
of-the-art prediction performance on CelebA and LFWA datasets. Our in-
vestigations also show that by utilizing the mid-level representations one can
employ a single deep network to achieve both face recognition and attribute
prediction.

1 Introduction

Telling attributes from face images in the wild is known to be very useful in large
scale face search, image understanding and face recognition. However, the problem
indeed is very challenging since the faces captured in the real world are often affected
by many unfavourable influences, such as illumination, pose and expression. To
build usable attribute prediction, it is important to preserve the essential face traits
in the representations and at the same time, make them insensitive to interference.

The representations describing faces in prior literature generally form two groups:
the hand-crafted representations and learned representations. Exemplified as in
[1, 2], local low-level features were constructed from detected face regions. The use
of local features were mostly based on the consideration that they are less likely to
be influenced than the holistic features by pose changes and facial expressions. In
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recent work [3], multi-scale Gabor features were used as a holistic face representa-
tion, which is then converted by a learned hashing process for efficient face retrieval
and attribute prediction.

Driven by the great improvements brought by the CNN in image classification
[4, 5, 6] and face recognition [7, 8, 9, 10], features extracted from deep architectures
became a natural and reasonable choice to represent faces for attribute prediction.
In [11], local semantic image patches were first detected and fed into deep networks
to construct concatenated, pose normalized representation. In [12], through inten-
sive training, two concatenating CNNs were built to locate and predict attributes
from arbitrary size of faces in the wild. The first CNN stage was pre-trained by
image categories and fine-tuned by face attribute tags to locate face from complex
background; the second stage was pre-trained by identity labels and fine-tuned by
face attribute data to achieve an effective fusion of the discrimination of inter-
person representations and the variability of non-identity related factors in the face
representations. As a common character, high-level hidden (Fully Connected, FC)
layers were especially trained for representing attributes in these work.

The best representation for retrieval tasks has been shown to come from the FC
layer [13, 14]. Naturally, features from FC layers are commonly used for attribute
prediction. But considering that different levels of ConvNet encode different lev-
els of abstraction, one can expect that such representations may not be optimal
to describe the physical facial characteristics, especially the local attributes, such
as “open mouth” and “wearing glasses”. It is therefore rational to consider CNN
features from earlier layers, which better preserve both discriminating power and
spatial information, for predicting face attributes.

As indicated in [15], the earlier-layer CNN features are likely to better describe
the facial appearance than the high-level features. In this work, our focus is on
identifying the best face representations for recognizing face attributes. We em-
ploy publicly available data, architecture and a deep learning framework to train
a face classification CNN. Hierarchical representations are then constructed and
evaluated in a face attribute prediction context. Through intensive investigations,
we empirically show the effectiveness of the hierarchical deep representations and
demonstrate the advantages of the mid-level representations for tackling the face
attribute prediction problem. The major contributions of this work are:

• Our investigations reveal the fact of the diverse utilities of deep hierarchi-
cal representations for face attribute prediction; intermediate representations
are shown very effective for predicting the human describable face attributes
(Section 3).

• By jointly leveraging the mid-level hierarchical representations, we further
improve the state-of-the-art on two large scale datasets (Section 2.3).

• One can construct a single deep network for both face recognition and at-
tribute prediction.
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2 Investigation

Our motivation in this work is to study the effectiveness of hierarchical CNN rep-
resentations for attribute prediction of faces captured in the wild. Our procedure
is to first extract hierarchical representations from aligned faces using our trained
CNN and then we construct and evaluate linear attribute classifiers to identify the
most effective representation of each attribute. In the following sections, we first
describe the experimental details and then present our investigations and results
on the CelebA dataset and the annotated LFW (LFWA) dataset.

2.1 Implementation details

CNN Training: The face representations studied in this work were extracted from a
face classification CNN. The architecture of the CNN with configuration details is
shown in Table 1. We adopted the structure of the convolutional filters of “FaceNet
NN.1 [10]” , with slight modifications, into our CNN and concatenated two 512d FC
layers and trained it in a N-way classification manner. The network was initialized
from random and started with a learning rate of 0.015, which was then decreased
two times when the classification accuracy stopped increasing on the validation
set. PReLU [16] rectification was used after all the convolutional and FC layers.
Dropout layers were inserted between FC layers with dropout rate of 0.5 to prevent
overfitting. We used around 10000 identities with 350000 face images from the
publicly accessible dataset WebFace [17] for training. The training instances were
augmented with random flipping, jittering, and slight rotation. The trained CNN
had a verification accuracy of 97.5% on LFW dataset [18], which is comparable to
that of the DeepID [7] structure used by [12].

Representation Construction: In our experiments faces were aligned based on
the detected feature points [19] (or provided feature points). The aligned image,
approximately covering from the top of head to neck, had a size of 120 × 120.
The center patch, with a size of 112 × 112, and its horizontal flipped patch, were
fed in to the CNN. We extracted the average representations from Conv2, Conv3,
Conv4, Conv5, Conv6, FC1 and FC2 layers, and additionally applied multi-scale
spatial pooling to improve the invariance of CNN activations without degrading
their discriminating power. The first average pooling halved the dimension and
the second overlapping max. pooling selected the most locally activated neuron1.
That is, all the resulting representations from the convolutional layers had the same
feature map size of 3 × 3 as shown in the last column of Table 1. The resulting
features are correspondingly denoted by C2 , ... , C6, F1 and F2 in the following.

Evaluation Dataset: In this work, we used two datasets2, CelebA and LFWA,
to conduct benchmark evaluations of attribute prediction accuracy. The CelebA
contains around 200, 000 images of 10, 000 identities and LFWA has 13, 233 images

1For example, for Conv2 layer, the first stage is average pooling (window = 4 × 4, stride =
4) and the second one is max. pooling (window = 3 × 3, stride = 2).

2http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html. Released in Oct 2015.

http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html
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Table 1: CNN architecture used in our experiments. The receptive field was 112 ×
112 (except experiments in Section 2.4). The dimensions of the investigated deep
representations are shown in the last column.

Layer Kernel Output Representation
Dimension

Conv 1 conv3-64
Pool 1 max 2,2 56*56*64

RNorm 1 5
Conv 2a conv1-64
Conv 2 conv3-192 28*28*192 3* 3* 192
RNorm 2 5
Pool 2 max 2,2
Conv 3a conv1-192
Conv 3 conv3-384 14*14*384 3* 3* 384
Pool 3 max 2,2
Conv 4a conv1-384
Conv 4 conv3-256 14*14*384 3* 3* 384
Conv 5a conv1-256
Conv 5 conv3-256 14*14*384 3* 3* 384
Conv 6a conv1-256
Conv 6 conv3-256 7*7*256 3* 3* 256
Pool 6
FC 1 512 1*1*512
FC 2 512 1*1*512

of 5, 749 identities. Images on both datasets are labeled with 40 binary codes to
represent the presence of facial attributes. These attributes ranges from demo-
graphic information to physical characteristics such as nose size, eyebrow shape
and expressions.

2.2 Exploration

The attribute prediction power of the hierarchical representations was first investi-
gated on the training set of the CelebA dataset. We used the training set defined
in [12] to construct linear SVM attribute classifiers for each representation. The
prediction accuracy on all the 40 attributes for each type of representation is demon-
strated in Figure 1. It can be observed that features from the intermediate layers
(Conv3 to Conv6) demonstrate an obvious advantage over the final FC layer on
average, especially for attributes describing motions of the mouth area where the
gap is almost 20%. Feature C6 had the highest prediction accuracy on average,
which was more than 2% higher than the last FC layer. One can also observe
that the mid-level convolutional representations also featured slightly different pre-
diction power on different attributes, e.g. C2 outperformed on “Rosy Cheeks” but
not on hair related attributes. Through this exploration, we identified the best
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Figure 1: Prediction effectiveness discrepancy of hierarchical representations over
40 attributes on the training set of CelebA. In each grid, y-scale stands for the pre-
diction accuracy in %. The mean prediction accuracy values of each representation
(from C2 - F2) are 89.8% , 91.3%, 91, 3%, 91.4%, 91.5%, 90.0% and 89.2%.
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representation for each attribute.

2.3 Benchmark evaluations

We then compared the identified best representations of each attribute with a base-
line approach and the current state-of-the-art [12], on CelebA and LFWA datasets
respectively. The results are shown in Figure 2. The baseline approach (denoted
by [17]+ ANetin in [12]) used CNN trained by identities to extract features from
aligned faces; the pipeline of constructing deep representations is the same as ours.
The current best, denoted by “LNet+ANet” in [12], employed concatenated CNNs
to locate faces and extract features in order to construct attribute classifiers. One
can observe that: by jointly leveraging the best representations, superior perfor-
mance has been achieved over the equivalent baseline approach and even the current
state-of-the-art. For some attributes with relatively lower (baseline) accuracy, e.g.
“Blurry” “Oval Face”, “Wearing Necktie” and “Rosy Cheeks”, the advantage of our
approach is especially significant. Among the 40 evaluated attributes, the mid-level
convolutional features dominated the best representations (only 4 best representa-
tions came from FC layers on CelebA and 1 on LFWA).

In addition, we also comprehensively compared the overall performance in Table
2 and layer wise prediction accuracy in Table 3. It can be found that: 1) utilizing the
best representations demonstrates outperforming effectiveness over the equivalent
baseline method and state-of-the-art approach on both large scale datasets; 2) the
prediction power increases along the convolutional layers of the CNN; 3) even the
very early layer C2 astonishingly achieved entirely comparable performance as the
state-of-the-art. Indeed, even if we utilize convolutional features on the attributes
which had FC as the best representations (e.g. “Bald”), the effect on prediction
performance is not detectable (which also reflects in Figure 1).

Moreover, it is worth nothing that using features at FC layers is computation-
ally expensive due to the bottle neck between convolutional and FC layer. Thus,
leveraging the mid-level representations features two inherent advantages: 1) very
efficient inference with competitive performance; 2) breaking the bounds of the
interconnections between convolutional and FC layers so that the CNN accepts
arbitrary receptive size (as demonstrated in Section 2.4).

Recall that the training effort of a face classification CNN is almost minimal
compared to state-of-the-art two-stage CNN approach and other potential end-
to-end learning for attribute prediction. However, the deep hierarchical represen-
tations from the trained face classification CNN still allow superior performance.
This indicates that these mid-level CNN representations have contained rich spa-
tial information which can be utilized more in building effective (local) appearances
description, attribute prediction and retrieval applications.
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Figure 2: Comparative prediction accuracy on CelebA (left) and LFWA (right)
with best performing representation given in parenthesis after each attribute (refer
detailed accuracy values to [20]).
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Table 2: Overall comparisons of the baseline approach, current state-of-the-art
(LNet+ANet) and our approach.

Baseline LNet+ANet Ours
CelebA 83% 87% 89.8%
LFWA 76% 84% 85.9%

Table 3: Layer wise average prediction accuracy over 40 attributes on the test set
of CelebA and LFWA of our approach.

C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 F1 F2
CelebA 89% 90% 90% 90% 90% 88% 87%
LFWA 83% 86% 86% 86% 85% 82% 81%

2.4 Discussion

It is easy to expect that a number of factors, e.g. image resolution, could affect
the face attribute prediction performance. A small receptive size would affect the
prediction relating to small scale face traits. We found that by doubling the input
size of our CNN the prediction accuracy for “Bag under eyes” increased from 82.2%
to 83.5% with C3 as the best representation.

Similarly, attributes that are related to the face components with deterministic
distribution can have condensed representations. For instance, “arched eyebrow”
always appears in the upper part of face images and “wearing necktie” appears
in the lower part. We studied the condensed C6 feature (3 × 2 × 256) as the
representation for locally related attributes (see [20] for details) and found that
the average prediction accuracy remained almost the same (89.3%). This means
that we can further reduce the memory footprint of the representations and the
classifiers for the attributes defined by deterministic facial components.

3 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed to leverage the mid-level representations from deep
convolutional neural network to tackle the attribute prediction problem for faces
in the wild. We used an off-the-shelf architecture and a publicly available dataset
to train a plain classification network, and conduct investigations on the utility of
the deep representations from various levels of the network. Although the trained
network is not optimized either towards face attribute prediction or recognition,
it still allows accurate attribute prediction surpassing the state-of-the-art with a
noticeable margin.
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Our investigations indicate that CNNs trained for face classification have im-
plicitly learned many semantic concepts and human describable attributes have
been embedded in the mid-level deep representations, which can be separated by
simple classifiers. They also reveal the potential utility of the intermediate deep
representations for other face related tasks. These findings promise to increase
the face attribute prediction performance and to achieve multiple intelligent func-
tions, such as face recognition, retrieval and attribute prediction, in one single deep
architecture.
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Transferring from Face Recognition to Face Attribute Prediction
through Adaptive Selection of Off-the-Shelf CNN Representations

Yang Zhong Josephine Sullivan Haibo Li

Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of transferring CNNs pre-trained for
face recognition to a face attribute prediction task. To transfer an off-the-
shelf CNN to a novel task, a typical solution is to fine-tune the network to-
wards the novel task. As demonstrated in the state-of-the-art face attribute
prediction approach, fine-tuning the high-level CNN hidden layer by using
labeled attribute data leads to significant performance improvements. In
this paper, however, we tackle the same problem but through a different ap-
proach. Rather than using an end-to-end network, we select face descriptors
from off-the-shelf hierarchical CNN representations for recognizing different
attributes. Through such an adaptive representation selection, even without
any fine-tuning, our results still outperform the state-of-the-art face attribute
prediction approach on the latest large-scale dataset for an error rate reduc-
tion of more than 20%. Moreover, by using intensive empirical probes, we
have identified several key factors that are significant for achieving promising
face attribute prediction performance. These results attempt to gain and up-
date our understandings of the nature of CNN features and how they can be
better applied to the transferred novel tasks.

1 Introduction

Although people can tell face attributes effortlessly, predicting these human describ-
able properties has been a very challenging task for computers [8, 9]. Recently, given
that Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have achieved great advancements in
computer vision and pattern recognition, they have become a natural tool for pre-
dicting face attributes [18, 3, 20]. Training a CNN to predict face attributes, one
intuitive way is to explicitly learn the visual-semantic correspondence in an end-
to-end manner as in [6, 15] where CNNs were trained to describe image contents.
But end-to-end training is hardly feasible when training instances are scarce. An
alternative, but more practical, solution is to transfer a pre-trained CNN to the
face attribute prediction task.
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Figure 1: The utility of off-the-shelf CNN representations depends on the clas-
sification tasks. As shown in the left figure [12], it is well-known that in many
classification tasks off-the-shelf deep representations get incrementally more dis-
criminative as going deeper in the network. Therefore, features from the high-level
Fully Connected (FC) layers have been widely used for detection, classification, and
recognition. But off-the-shelf representations might exhibit different behaviors. As
exemplified in the right figure, to identify faces with slightly open mouth, mid-level
representations from a pre-trained face recognition CNN outperform the high-level
FC features. Left figure was adapted with authors’ permission.

A common practice when transferring a CNN to a novel task is to fine-tune
the off-the-shelf network towards the target problem with a moderate size of train-
ing data, and this procedure has been shown beneficial [1, 2]. The state-of-the-art
face attribute prediction approach [20] employed cascaded CNNs for face detection
and learning the best target representation consecutively, and fine-tuning on these
cascaded components brought about significantly better performance. However, it
seems that fine-tuning must be applied to both the face detection and the feature
learning networks; fine-tuning only on the feature learning network did not signifi-
cantly improve the accuracy compared to the previous work [18]. This reminds us
of reconsidering the way of utilizing CNNs for attribute prediction and we have to
think about the selection of the most suitable face representations to facilitate face
attribute prediction.

To construct representations for face attribute prediction, the feature from the
high-level hidden layer of CNNs has been an intuitive choice as witnessed in the
recent attribute prediction solutions [18, 10, 20]. This might be because the dis-
crimination power increases along a classification CNN and the high-level hidden
layer features are the most discriminative [12]. But recall that face attributes are
mostly explanatory, it is therefore natural to consider employing the intermediate
CNN representations, where useful spatial information are better preserved, to form
effective face representations for face attribute prediction.
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In this paper, we approach the face attribute prediction problem from a different
perspective. We aim to identify the off-the-shelf CNN representations best for
attribute prediction. Rather than fine-tuning a pre-train network, we study how to
use the off-the-shelf features from multiple levels of a pre-trained CNN to predict
face attributes. We obtained the following findings through our study:

1. Off-the-shelf deep hierarchical representations provide diverse utilities for a
novel face attribute prediction task; the widely used high-level feature is
mostly not the best choice (see Figure 1). Through adaptive selection of
hierarchical representations, we build a very efficient and accurate solution
that outperforms the state-of-the-art with a big margin (Section 3).

2. The common practice that fine-tuning the high level hidden layers for novel
related tasks may not be the only means to improve the performance; off-
the-shelf representations from mid-level CNNs could be equally effective or
better.

3. We further analyze the driving power that enables the performance advantage
by untangling the feature magnitude and spatial activation pattern. Our
experiments show that spatial information is more important than magnitude
of filter response (Section 4).

4. We demonstrate that an accurate face classifier can be built merely on at-
tributes, which indicates that one can construct a single deep network for
both face recognition and efficient search (Section 5).

We hope our work could provide useful knowledge for using off-the-shelf CNNs
in face related tasks and also could attract more attentions to the intermediate CNN
representations, which would be very useful in computer vision tasks as recently
proposed by [17].

2 Constructing Off-the-Shelf CNN Representations

Architecture of pre-trained CNNs. Two off-the-shelf CNN models were used in
this work. In both models, convolutional filter stacks were followed by two Fully
Connected (FC) layers (denoted by F1 and F2). The F1 layer was intended for
studying the change of attribute prediction power between the convolutional layer
representations and the high-level discriminatively trained feature F2. In the first
model, we chose the filter architecture (with non-linearity and pooling) used by
Google’s FaceNet NN.1 [13] (shorten as “FaceNet” in below). The length of FC
layers was set to 512 to prevent overfitting. The other model we used was the
publicly available pre-trained VGG-Face model1 [11] (no more training was applied
to VGG-Face).

1Available at http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vgg_face/.

http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/software/vgg_face/
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Table 1: Dimensions of constructed CNN representations.

Convolutional Feature FC
LayersMap Size Depth (Low → High)

FaceNet 4*4 192 384 384 384 256 512
VGG-Face 3*3 64 128 512 512 512 4096

Dataset and training of the FaceNet. Around 350000 image instances of 10000
identities from WebFace dataset [16] was used for training the FaceNet. Faces were
segmented and normalized to a size of 140×140 and random crops of 128×128 were
fed in. Training instances were augmented with random mirroring, slight rotation
and jittering.

The FaceNet was trained from scratch and Softmax loss function was used during
training. We used dropout regularization between FCs and the dropout rate was
set to 0.5 for all the FC layers. PReLU [4] rectification was attached to each
convolution and FC layer.

The initial learning rate was set to 0.012. It is decreased by a factor of 10 when
the validation set accuracy stopped increasing. In total, FaceNet was trained by 3
decreasing learning rates.

Constructing off-the-shelf CNN representations. Hierarchical representations
along the CNNs were constructed to study their effectiveness for attribute predic-
tion. First, faces were aligned based on detected landmarks [7], and the aligned
center crops with the corresponding horizontally flipped counterparts were fed to
the trained CNNs. Then, spatial poolings were applied to the mean responses of the
earlier convolutional layers to reduce the dimensionality and improve the invariance
of intermediate representations (features from FC layers were not processed).

Specifically, for the FaceNet, we first applied average spatial poolings to the
mean output from “Conv2” layer to “Conv6” layer (with window sizes of 8, 4, 2, 2, 2
correspondingly). We then applied overlapping 3 × 3 spatial pooling (stride = 2)
to generate our intermediate face representations. This ensured the same feature
map size of the constructed convolutional representation to be 4 × 4. The yielded
features from the pre-trained FaceNet were denoted by C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, F1
and F2, where C is short for Conv, F is short for FC, representations are named
after the layer number specified by the architecture.

Similarly, for VGG-Face, we applied average pooling with size of 32, 16, 8,
4 to the mean convolutional filter responses (the filter output right before 2 × 2
max. pool in VGG-Face model, e.g., layer “conv1_2”) . The resulting features are
then max. pooled in the same way as in the FaceNet. Features named C1, C2,
C3, C4, C5, F1 and F2 were finally constructed from VGG-Face model. Detailed
dimensions of the CNN representations are summarized in Table 1.

Evaluation and comparison. The face attribute prediction performance was
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evaluated on the recently released CelebA, LFWA and LFWA-extended datasets2.
CelebA contains around more than 200000 images of around 10000 identities and
LFWA has 13233 images of 5749 identities. Each image in CelebA and LFWA was
annotated with 40 binary face attribute labels. Face images in LFWA-extended, the
extended version of LFWA, were annotated by 73 binary attribute labels. Identical
procedures for training and building attribute classifier as in [20] were used in
this work, i.e., binary linear SVM classifiers were trained directly for each type
of representation to classify face attributes. The same training and test instances
defined by both datasets were used in performance evaluations.

For fair comparisons, we selected the equivalent approach, denoted by “[17]+
ANet” in [20], as the baseline method. This is because the baseline method also
utilized conventional face alignment as in our approach, but the employed CNN
was built by fine-tuning a pre-trained face classification CNN with attribute labels.
That is, the discrepancy between our approach and the baseline mostly lies in the
way of constructing face representations for attribute prediction. The current state-
of-the-art in [20], which was a fine-tuned end-to-end attribute prediction CNN, is
denoted by “LNet+ANet” in this paper. By comparing our approach with the
baseline and the state-of-the-art, one is able to quantitatively identify the power
of our adaptive representation selection approach over the commonly adapted fine-
tuning approach.

3 Leveraging Hierarchical CNN Representations for Attribute
Prediction

3.1 Diverse Utility of Deep Representations

To investigate the prediction utility of the deep features, we initially train attribute
classifiers for each type of the FaceNet representations on the training set of CelebA.
The prediction accuracy on all the 40 attributes for each representation type is
plotted in Figure 2.

It can be observed that features from the intermediate convolutional layers (C3
to C6) demonstrate an obvious advantage over the final FC features on average,
especially for attributes describing motions of the mouth area where the gap is
almost 20%. Feature C6 has the highest prediction accuracy on average, which
is more than 2% higher than the last FC layer. One can also observe that the
mid-level convolutional representations also featured slightly different prediction
power on different attributes, e.g. C2 outperformed on “Rosy Cheeks” but not on
hair related attributes. Thus, it is intuitive to consider adaptive selections of face
representation to best facilitate accurate classification for each face attribute.

2Project page: http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html, available from Oct. 2015.

http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/CelebA.html
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Figure 2: Exploring the prediction accuracy of off-the-shelf CNN representations
for 40 attributes on CelebA. In each grid, y-axis stands for the prediction accuracy
in %. These deep representations demonstrate diverse prediction power on different
attributes. It is therefore reasonable to perform adaptive representation selection
for each attribute.
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Figure 3: Comparing adaptive representation selection with the baseline and the
state-of-the-art on CelebA. The corresponding average prediction accuracy of the
baseline is 83%, state-of-the-art is 87%, and ours are 90% (FaceNet), 90% (VGG-
Face).

3.2 Adaptive Representation Selection Outperforms

Next, we used the identified best FaceNet representations for each attribute and
compared their effectiveness with the baseline and the state-of-the-art. The best
VGG-Face representations were also evaluated on the CelebA to validate that our
finding was not specific to a certain network realization. The comparative results are
shown in Figure 3. It is clear that the identified best representations from both the
FaceNet and the VGG-Face model form an envelop above the baseline and state-of-
the-art approach. They outperform on almost all the attributes. Compared to the
baseline approach, using the best representations can reduce the error rate for nearly
40%. This validates the general effectiveness of using off-the-shelf attribute-specific
representation; flexible representation selection brings more important performance
improvements than fine-tuning.

In addition, we evaluated the effectiveness of our approach with the FaceNet rep-
resentations on the LFWA and LFWA-extended datasets. The prediction accuracy
on the 19 extended attributes (of LFWA-extended dataset), with the correspond-
ing best representations, are compared to the state-of-the-art (reported in Table
2 in [20]) in Figure 4. It is easy to see that most of the attributes can be more
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Figure 4: Comparing the additional 19 attributes on LFWA-extended dataset. The
name of the best representations are given in parenthesis after each attribute.

Table 2: Comprehensive performance comparisons.

Baseline LNet+ANet Ours
CelebA 83% 87% 90%
LFWA 76% 84% 86%

LFWA-ext. N.A. 83% 88%

effectively predicted by mid-level convolutional representations; only the identity-
related (e.g., ethnic, gender) attributes are best represented by features from the
high-level hidden layers. The same trend was observed on CelebA, which highlights
the significance of feature representation selection when using an off-the-shelf CNN
on a related novel task.

To summarize, we conducted extensive evaluations of the proposed adaptive
representation selection approach on CelebA, LFWA and LFWA-extended datasets.
The results are comprehensively compared in Table 2. Apart from these results, we
also noticed that, comparing with [19], the slight increment of the feature map size
in this work brought about marginal performance improvement. But, larger feature
map made training SVM classifiers costlier, which infers that a proper selection of
feature map size is potentially important. Exploring the effectiveness of smaller
feature map might be interesting for face attribute prediction.
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Table 3: Comparing the effect of binarization and down-sampling on the prediction
accuracy.

C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 FC1 FC2
Original Rep. 88% 90% 90% 90% 90% 88% 87%
Bin. Rep. 80% 83% 84% 83% 87% 88% 87%
DS Conv6 - - - - 82% - -

4 Identifying Key Factors

To experimentally identify the key factors that enabled the performance advantage,
we analyze the significance of representation magnitude versus the spatial informa-
tion in this section. Since the spatial information in CNN representations has been
highlighted previously in [1, 14], we are more interested in examining the impact
of magnitude.

Specifically, to remove the impact of magnitude, it is intuitive to binarize the
representations by thresholding, i.e., set x=1 if x>0, otherwise x=0 (x stands for
the filter response). To study the importance of spatial information, we naturally
focus on C6 representation, because it can be seen as the best representative that
maintain both high discriminative power and spatial information. To remove the
impact of spatial information while retain the magnitude, we applied spatial 4× 4
max. pooling which yielded 1 × 1 feature map (denoted by Down Sampled (DS)
representations). The prediction performance of binarized, down-sampled and the
original representations is shown in Figure 5 and compared in Table 3.

From Figure 5, it is easy to observe a trend that binarizing the deep representa-
tions has gradually less impact on attribute prediction accuracy as going to higher
level; the impact of binarizing the F2 features is negligible. It is very interesting
since it means that binarized high-level features can also be utilized for efficient
and relatively accurate attribute-based face search. One can also construct face
recognition, attribute prediction and image retrieval with a single pre-traind CNN.

To explain the gradually decreased binarization impact on prediction accuracy,
we analyzed the representation magnitude and found that it gets gradually weaker
from lower to higher level representations. In other words, a trend of incremental
sparsity can be clearly observed in the deep representations along the network.
Here we demonstrate the average of the filter responses of 10000 random instances
along the FaceNet on attribute “Mouth Slightly Open” in Figure 6.

On the other hand, from Figure 6 and Table 3, it is hard to qualitatively sum-
marize the relation between the performance variation, the magnitude and spatial
information w.r.t the properties of attributes. But down-sampling deteriorate the
prediction accuracy for 5.6% more than binarization on average. This implies that,
the spatial information (i.e., activation pattern) is more important than the feature
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Figure 5: Comparing the original FaceNet representations with binarized and down-
sampled counterparts. The prediction accuracy of these representations is provided
in Table 3.
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Figure 6: Magnitude histograms of representation along FaceNet. Incremental
sparsity can be observed from lower level representations to higher level ones.

magnitude for using off-the-shelf deep representations in attribute prediction.

5 Face Verification Using Attributes

Given that the human describable attributes are much fewer than the dimension of
identity preserving feature, using face attributes for efficient screening in large-scale
face recognition becomes a natural approach. Driven by the earlier success of face
attribute classifier based on low-level features [9], here we investigate how well the
attributes predicted by our approach perform in face verification. We evaluated face
verification performance on the LFW [5] with the attributes annotated on LFWA.

In this work, we took 46 deep attribute predictors constructed using the training
set of LFWA (from Section 3.2) and trained a linear classifier to verify each matching
face pair3. Let a vector of predicted attribute scores of a face image Ij be {a(j)

i }N1
(i.e., N = 46), we construct a binary linear SVM classifier C, where

id(Ij , Ik) = C(< S(Ij , Ik)), D(Ij , Ik), P (Ij , Ik) >), (1)

to verify if face j and k are of the same person, where id(•) = 1 if Ij , Ik are of
the same identity, otherwise id(•) = 0. Pair-wise distance was formed using the

3The 46 selected attributes: ‘Male’ ‘Asian’ ‘White’ ‘Black’ ‘Black Hair’ ‘Blond Hair’ ‘Brown
Hair’ ‘Bald’ ‘Eyeglasses’ ‘Mustache’ ‘Chubby’ ‘Curly Hair’ ‘Wavy Hair’ ‘Straight Hair’ ‘Receding
Hairline’ ‘Bangs’ ’Sideburns’ ‘Fully Visible Forehead’ ‘Partially Visible Forehead’ ‘Obstructed
Forehead’ ‘Bushy Eyebrows’ ‘Arched Eyebrows’ ‘Narrow Eyes’ ‘Big Nose’ ‘Pointy Nose’ ‘Big Lips’
‘No Beard’ ‘Goatee’ ‘Round Jaw’ ‘Double Chin’ ‘Oval Face’ ‘Square Face’ ‘Round Face’ ‘Attractive
Man’ ‘Attractive Woman’ ‘Indian’ ‘Gray Hair’ ‘Bags Under Eyes’ ‘Heavy Makeup’ ‘Rosy Cheeks’
‘Shiny Skin’ ‘Pale Skin’ ‘5 o Clock Shadow’ ‘Strong Nose-Mouth Lines’ ‘High Cheekbones’ ‘Brown
Eyes’.
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attribute-wise sum (S), difference (D), and product (P ), where

S(Ij , Ik) = {abs(a(j)
i + a

(k)
i )}N1 , (2)

D(Ij , Ik) = {abs(a(j)
i − a

(k)
i )}N1 , (3)

P (Ij , Ik) = {a(j)
i · a

(k)
i }

N
1 . (4)

The verification accuracy of our approach is 89.5% on the LFW dataset. Com-
pared to [9], where 65 attributes were used, our approach achieved an error reduc-
tion rate of 30% by using only 46 attributes with a much simpler classifier. Such
a performance advantage is still attributed to the significantly improved attribute
prediction, which was driven by our adaptive representation selection strategy.

Considering the computational bottle neck between the last convolutional layer
and the following FC layer, one would naturally utilize the earlier convolutional
representations for face verification. We selected C5 as an example and found the
verification accuracy was 89.2% — a very insignificant performance drop compared
to using the best representations across the network.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we address the face attribute prediction problem by transferring pre-
trained face classification CNNs. Typically, transferring off-the-shelf CNNs to novel
tasks requires fine-tuning. But through our empirical studies, we reveal the diverse
utilities of the off-the-shelf deep representations for the novel face attribute predic-
tion task. Therefore, we adaptively select the best off-the-shelf representations for
each attribute to facilitate face attribute prediction. Intensive experiments show
that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art on the latest large-scale datasets
with a big margin. By jointly using fine-tuning and adaptive representation selec-
tion, one can expect even greater performance improvements.

Moreover, we identify several key factors of the off-the-shelf representations that
enabled the performance improvements. We hope our work could provide useful
understanding for transferring off-the-shelf CNNs and be inspiring for exciting new
ideas.
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